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Holland City News.
VOL.

HOLLAND,

IX.— N0.2H.

Site Holland Sittj gewijs,
a weekly'newspapeb,

V
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OFFICE : VAN LANDEOhND’S BLOCK.

OTTO

DOESBURG,

J.

Editor aiul PuUUJur.

Terms of Sabsoription

General Dealers, in Dry
Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions, etc. ; River st.

V

Hotels.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
tenllnefi, nonpareil.) 75 cents
llrst insertin'), and ‘25 cents for each subsequent insertion for any period under three
(

months.
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green.

beach, cry..
green
Railroad ties .............
Shingles, A ft m .........

pITY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers & Hons. ProGrain, Feed, Etc.
V_y prietors.The largest and best appointed
hotel in the city. Ample accommodations for Wheat, white f bushel ........ new 80
permanent boarders and transientguests. Every- Corn, shelled V bushel .......
thing flrst-clHfS. Cor. of Eighth and Market sirs., Oats. $ bushel ......................
Buckwheat, ^ bushel .............
65
Holland,
8-ly

Mich.

.

50
50
50

HOTEL.

90
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1

Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whitoul charge for subscribers.

Michigan.

Coruerof

Meats, Etc.

and Fulton street, Ur-ud Haven,

First

b-ly

" “

“

The Com. on Claims and Accounts

mal just behind the shoulder, which so

recommending the following bill for pa ment:
G. Van Kcrkfoort, drawing Fire Eng. l.o. 1 to
Are of Joscelyn'ssch< mer ........... $2 O')
—Adopted and warrant ordered Issued for the

5

O

Mich.

and was instantly bounced by the dog,
when the man hastened from the tree,
sprang upon the beast, and planted a home-

d

Issued.
OMM UNICATIONSPUOM C1TT OPPICERa.
City Treasurerreported for the month of
July.— Filed.
The City Marshal reportedone arrest for the
month of Jely —Filed.
The Cltv . arshal reported having collec’cd the
following ilcerso and presented receipt of the
Treasurer.

t

^ddititmnt $ocal.

_

___

•

.

tip of his tall, and had he got one good
blow at the man ho would hove mashed
him into a jelly. Mr. Edwards Informed
us that this same Mexican killed one of
these beasts, about three months ago, that

measured over nine feet from
using no other

“
“
“
“
•• “

e
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a knife, and that he

his
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Mixed trains,
Daily except Sunday and Monday.

Daily except Saturday.
| Mondays only.
All other trains daily except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will he run by Chicago
time which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
time.
;

1

yiTILMS,

P. 11. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Corluth and River streets.

1

Effect, Sunday,

0:lng Ncrth.
No. 2.

No. 4.
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O. Bortlk,

of

|3 EST, R. B., Phyttlcianuud Surgeon,has made
the dlxeaae of the Eye, Ear and Throat a
xpecial study. Overysel, Allegan Co., Mich. 6-ly

p.

2
3
3
4
4
4
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City Physician ami Smgeon;
office ut residence, on Eighth street, near
Chi. «t M. L. S. it. U. crossing.
F. S.,

OCUOUTEN, K.

m.
50
85
40
06
35
*5
40

A., Pnysiclan and Surgeon;
officeul the First Ward Drug Store, Eighth
Street.

O

^CUOUTKN,

F. J., Physicianand Accoucher.
Office ul Dr. Schouten’sdrug store. Eighth
40 ly.

O
street.
\

I

ANTING, A.

Jx

office ut

G., Physician and Surgeon ;

Gruufrcliap village,Allegan county,
hours from 10 to 12 x.
20-ly.

This train arrives at Grand Rapids via L. S. &
M. S. at 10:00 a. in. ai.d at Chicago via L. S. & M.
S. at 4:20 p. m.

irAUPELL, U., Manufacturerol

V

Eighth street.

FRED. II. MAY, Manager.
Leavenworth,Oen'l Freight Agent.
CllAS. J. OTIS, Agent,

Holland. Mich.
(;lose connectionsmade at Allegan with O. K. &
I. R. R. and L. 8. & M. S. for Plainwcll, Kalaumrod Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, and points east.

and dealer in

Harness,Trunks, Saddles and Whips;

Manchester,Ontario Co.,

N. Y., writes: “I ob'aincdimmediate re

rpK ROLLER,

G. J., Generaldealer lu Tobacco,
Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

X

Watehti and Jewslry.

previous to using the Oil."

Another writes: “I have been troubled

BRIDE, P. H., Attorney and Counselor at

JlM. Law, and Proctor in Admiralty. No.

11

Asthma for years; have used

half

John Hummel, N. G.

VAN DER WEYDEN,

H.

OTTE CO.
FINE CIGARS
P.

Manufacturersand Jobbersof

*

22 South Division Street,

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Dentist.

/"NEE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residencesnd
VJT office No. 4S Ninth street,next door to the
First Reformed Church.

Coalioe

is

a

new

liquid,cheap, but very

useful for all purposes of cleaning.

you have

tried it

you

will be

Draft and Medicines.
its

TYOE8BURG.J. 0., Dealer

lu Dings and Medidoes, Faints and Oils, Brushes. Ac. Phyliciu’BprescripUons
carefully put up; Eighth st.

name

have seen

it

in

constant use for nearly two score years,

and found it to

be the best

remedy for

looseness of the bowels ever yet devised.

No

one who has this by him, and takes

It in time, will ever

have the cholera.

We commend it'toall our friends.Even
when no cholera Is anticipated, it Is an excellent remedy for ordinary summer complaints, colic, diarrhoea,dysentery,

&c.

Take equal parts of tinctureof Cayenne
pepper, tincture of opium, tincture of

of peppermint,and
camphor. Mix well. Dose, 15

rhubarb, essence
30 drops

in a little cold water, accord-

and

to age

violence of symptoms, re-

peated every fifteen or twenty minutes until relief is

obtained.— Jt/wm/z/o/ Commerce.

from the Boston Poet, and is said to he

cock, LL.

I).,

John

Han-

was horn in 1737, died

in

and outside of this is another, to

inside,

make

the outside, the inner

form

being

A large assortment of Hats and Caps, 1793, aged 50 years. He was the first of hinged in sections to admit of Us folding
Gent’s Furnishing Goods, hut Merchant the signers of the Declaration of American on itself for the removal of the barrel.
tailoring is our specialty,at
Independence,a son of John Hancock of The outer form contracts by the action of

BRUSSE’S CLOTHING STORE,

12-tf

Braintree, and the grandson of John Han-

Zeeland,Mich. cock of Lexington.

excruciating pain from inflammatoryrheu-

matism. One

application of Dr.

found

at the

Thomas’

now

be

cheap cash store of
,

E. J.

HARRINGTON.

A

dealers in Grain, Flour and Prodnce. High*
market price paid for wheat. Office In Brick
store cor. Eighth A Fish streets,Holland, Mich. 17

never lent its

We

following is taken

and a son of the preceding.

Mich.

F. A A. M.
always be found at the large store of H.
Rkuulab Communication of Unity Lodoe, C. Akely & Co., at Grand Haven. 17— tf.
rpEN EYCK, J.. Attorneyat Law and Collecting No. 191,
F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall,
Agent. Offlceln Kenyon & Van Patten’s bank
Holland,Mich., on Wednesday evening, August
Eighth street.
A Free Book 01 nearly 100 large octavo
18, at 7 o’clock, eharp.
Otto Brbtman. W. M.
pages
for the sick. Full of valuable
Birbni.
W. H. Joslin, See' it.
notes— by Dr. E. B. Foote,— on Sciolula;
TaE GROOT, L. barber. Hair catting, shaving,
Diseases of the Breathing Organs; Dis±J shampoonlng, hair-dyeing,etc., done at rea
tonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City
eases of Men; Diseases of Women; Aches
Successorto
14-ly
and Pains; Heart Troubles; and a great

AJ

The

a better article.

of Hartfort

A

est

Our contemporary
to

He wus a native of
Quincy, Mass.; graduated at Harvard
College in 1754;

member

of the house of

representativesfrom Boston in 1766; presi-

screws— self-operating— during the process
of

shaping the barrels.One machine is

capable of producing 200 barrels per day.

The heads of the barrels are produced by
similar means, but on a

much

simpler ma-

dent of the provincial congress of Massa- chine. These are disks with a rim slightchusetts In 1774; president of the continen- ly projecting on one face. In some cases
tal congress in

1775; governor of Massa- both heads

are

cemented in and straightened

chusetts In 1780 to 1784 and 1787 to 1793. by an iron hoop at each

lawyer at Norristown, Montgomery coun- three to twenty-fourhours, according to
ty Pa., in 1828; was a member of the size and the degree of heat admitted to

Sunday school. Winfield Scott and Hil- when required, with a resistant varnish,
One of the finest and largest stocks of ary Hancock, twin brothers, and sons of and are painted or varnished outside.
ladies and gents' boots, and gaiters,can Benjamin F. Hancock, were born in They are adapted for flour, sugar, and any

H. Attorney and Conncelor at Law,
corner of River and Eighth streets.

ThEACH BRO’8, CommissionMerchants, and

Cholera medicine.

of each week
Visiting brothers are cordially Invited.

IJARKS, W.

CoamiulonMerchant.

a prescription drawn up
hy eminent doctors was publishedin the
Sun, and it took the name of the Sun

and other fancy trimmings,can

Will H. Rooers, R. 8.

Hotel.

was found that prevention of cholera was
easier than cure,

I. 0. of 0. F.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192,[ndependent
Order
of Odd Fellows, holds Us regular meetings at Odd
Fellow's Hall, HollandMich,, on Tuesday Evening

River street.

A

eral Hancock.

it

end. When removed
from
the
machines,
the bands,
Benjamin F. Hancock was a son of John
Sold by D. R. Meengs, Holland, Mich.
Hancock, LL.D., signer of the Declara- kegs, heads, etc., are placed in a kiln, or
tion
of American Independence; was a drying room, where they remain from
The finest silks and Satins for trimmings

Attomyi.

\,f C

to he at

is

%

More than twenty years ago, when

ing

Quite a number of papers seem

that encounter. Mr. Edward

The Sun Cholera Medicine,

to

Hancock'sPedigree.

came near losing

tanning them for boot leather.

spirits of

LV\/ Lierk.

to tip,

The American Paper Barrel Company,
Conn., make barrels,kegs and
a bottle of Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil, and correct:John Hancock was horn in 1670,
cans
from
paper pulp, which is done
the heniflt 1 have received from it is so died 1750, aged 80 years. He was a miniswholly
by
pressure
by screw or togglegreat that I would not take one hundred ter at Lexington, Mass. John Hancock was
joint,
or
both
combined.
The barrel is
dollars for the balance if I could get no horn in 1703, died in 1744, aged 41 years.
made
on
a
shape
or
form
to make the
more.” Sold by D. R. Meengs, Holland, He wus a ministerof Braintree, Mass.,
with

Eclectric Oil afforded almost instantrelief,

gusittestf gircctorij.

D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
L Notary Public; Riverstreet.

GEO. H. SIPP,

a loss to find the correct pedigree of Gen-

O. E. Comstock, Caledonia, Minn.

[OWARD, M.

Council adjourned.

now sleep soundly all night on a feather

in the West, TOSLIN & BREY.MAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers, and two fifty cent bottles affected a perand dealers In Fancy Goods; Corner of Marmaneot cure.
ket and Eighth Street.

0

'

ten or twelve nights in succession. I can

Notice.— We were suffering the most

Totaeci and Cigars.

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.
By Aid. Butkau,
Rnotted,That the petition of the City Marshal.
askln<' that G. Van Kerkfoortbo appointedCl y
Poum Mi ter be taken fiom the table.
By Aid. Butkau,
Resole ul. That G. Van Kerkfoortbe appoint ’
City Pound Master upon his agreeing to ,ree with
out costs all cattle empounded when owner resld
outside the city limits.—Adopte.^
UNFINISHED BUSINESS.
On mo Ion of Aid. ' :kau Council went Into
Comml e of the
., A'd. Sprietsma in the
cLt Ir a er some time spent therein the .omml'tee
arose and rou h their chairman, >it -vingliad under consideration the following: An Ordinance, relative to licenses,and rccomtnc d that
the s ne be referred to the City Attorney.—
Adopte ..

W

13-tf

Justice of the Peace, lief from the use of Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric
Notary Public, Conveyancer, etc. Office,
Oil. I have had Asthma for eleven years.
Van Landegeud’sBlock.
Have been obliged to sit up all night for
Phyiiciasi.

“
••

Tickets to all the principal cities
South, and East at popular prices.

store.

V

m.
STE-A-MBOA-T EXPRESS
Leaves Allegan, for the north, 6.25 p. m.
Phnsgrapher.
Holland. “ " 7.25 “
•• Grand Haven, " “ 8.20 “ II IGGlNS, B. P. the leading Photographer.GalGrand Haven, “ south, 6.20 a. m. XI lory opposite this office.
Holland, “ " 7.85 ‘ 3aidlo:i.
Arrive at Allegan, “
“ 8.85 “

C.

bouse cleaning by using Coaline they
would all rush to try it. For sale at Van

ITAN SCHKLVEN, G.,

Mich. Office

B.

the people knew what an amount of

bed, which I had not been able to do

Q:isg Scu'.h.
No. 8. No. 1,

Muxkcgon,

12 05
11 45
11 88
11 (W
10 40
10 20
9 3i)

------

HENRY D.,

Real Estate and Insurance
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Colectlons made in Holland and vicinity.
|30.'T,

If

Putten’s Drug

Notarv Publici.

I EDEBUER,

Taken

-

labor they could save in washing and

13

Grand Haven Rail Road.

Bakery, where you cun see a larger

variety than anywhere else in the city.

I3AUELS. VAN PU’l’TEN & CO., Proprietors
of Mugger SfUls; (Steam Saw and Flour

vv

7.20

3 20 p.

R. K., Manufacturerof and Dealcrin
Agricultural Implements; commiasiou agent City
for Mowinu Machines1 cor. 10th«fc River street.

Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

Buffalo

Chicago. |
f

EALD,

I f

LA

m.
m.

“
“ ““ & m.
m.
“
“
“ “
“ * “
“
“
"
“ “
“
1

ra.

If you want canned goods, call at the

Up

a small pistol

pays him $\ each for the hides, and

correction.

Ma&ufactorie*,Millt, Shop*, Etc.

weapon than

and

c-

a.m.

him that he leaped to the ground

startled

amount.
Aid. Butkau appearedand took his seat.
T e Com. on Poor reported, presenting the semi- thrust through his heart, without further
monthly report of t^e Directorof the Pi or and
said committee,recommending $32.25 for the su • damage to himself thon having his bat
port of the poor for the 2 w Jks endin'* Aug. 1«,
1880, and having cxtei
por.y alt amoun.- torn in pieces. The Hon measured about
lug to |6.C).—Approved and warrants ordered eight feet from the tip of his nose to the

• •
4* to 5
Win. J.Hcott,proprietor.
An I before the Subscriber'sname will donote
Lard .............................
to *
hotel Is located on the cor. of Ninth and
the expiration of the Subscription.
Two ZS sig- FishThis
Turkevs,per IT. ....................
to ’1
sirs., convenient to both depots. Terms,
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
Chickens, dressed per lb ..............
to «
$1. (Mi per day. Good accommodations can always
i£T All advertising bills collectable quarterly. be relied on. Holland,
8-ly
Thorne A Dan in .........................
|6.t )
TIJTQ DA DI?D may be found on file at Geo.
—Accepted and ordered chargedto
Ti prer.
lillU 1 ai l Ij tv j*. Rowell & Co’s NewsLlvamslGaleSublet.
The City Marshal reported having collected the
paper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), where
followin':amounts for repairing stdew Iks, with a
I300NE 11„ Livery and Hale Stable. Office
advertising contracts may bo made for it in NEW
receipt
of the Treasurer for the amount, to-wlt.
13 and barn on Market street. EverythingtirstYORK.
Bogus Ce-aflcates.
P. F. Pfanstlehl.......................... $ 1.47
class.
O. J. Van Duren ............................ 9.^7
VTIBBELINK,J. H., Livery and Sale Stable; It is no vile drugged stuff, pretending to Mrs. Kiras Scl oultec .......................13.
il Office of Daily Stage Line to Saugatuck, «tb be made of wonderfulforeign roots, barks, J. Alberti ..............................
1.
iJait jtloiuR
street, near Market.
_
Joh.i DeWec .......................... 7 '8
—Accepted and or e.e. charged to iheTrcr tire.
«fcc., and puffed up by long bogus certifiUni Market*.
T. e L t) Phy sician re orted having trei ted 3
In the month of Julv.— h led.
13UTKAU & VAN ZuERKN, New Meat Mar- cates of pretendedmiraculous cures, but
Chicago & West Michigan R. R.
he Street Com mission report for the montl13 ket, nearcoruerEighth and Fish Street. All a simple, pure, effective medicine, mode of.July.—
Filed.
kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
The Board of SpecialAssessors re1 »rled pr
Taken Effect, Thursday, July 8, 1880.
of well known valuable remedies, that fura specialassesment roll for sidewalk reUITE.J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and nishes its own certiflcutesby its cures. senttng
pairs.— Filed, numbered, and orde ed put sh in
Isa re
. vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
Arrive at
Holland City News for t o weeks, comHolland.
Holland.
We refer to Hop Bitters the purest and the
Train*.
mencing August 14, next, and tl
ard of As1TANDERUAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
Grand Rapids. * 3.40
J 1.40 a. tn.
se rs to meet with the Councilto review said roll
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper best of medicines. See ‘‘Truths" and
8.14 a.m. f 5.20 “
on the ?.h dav of September,1H8U.
and twine; 8th street.
“Proverbs,”In another column.
Jus ce H. b, Post reported.— Referred back for

QCOTT’S HOTEL.

backs.” It appears that the Mexican, accompanied by his dog, was on his way
to Tempo to do some trading, when the
dog treed a large California lion. The man
was unarmed, save with a large butcherknife, but nothing daunted, and knowing
where ho could sell the skin for a dollar,
he whipped out his knife and started up

reported

The

@

Heef, dressed per lb .................
Pork,
.................

••

H. 8. Woodruff
............ 4.50
M. DcFcyter, 8 mos. sal. streetcommissionerfS.75
F. 8. Leoeboer,
“ city ph Ician ...... 25.0)
Geo. H. Sipp, 1 mos. “ city clerk ........... 25.0)
M. Van Regenmorter,26 wks house rent... 13.0J

gress.— Accepted.

@

“

Michigan.
A

Lion's Skin for a Dollar.

00 —Allowed and warrantsordered Issued on the the tree after this specimen of the king of
12 City Treasurer for the several amounts.
beasts. Slipping up within reaching disRtroilTS OP STANDINO COMMITTEES.
tance,
he plunged the knife into the aniThe Com. on Streets and Bridges reported pro-

65
Bran, xl 100 lbs ....................
60
Feed,
^
ton
......................
dt,
18
(X)
13 IKE NIX
Jas. Ryder, proprietor.
v
100
lb
.....................
ttU ! )
Located near the Chi. & W. Mich. R. R. depot. has good facilities for the travelingpublic,and Harley, V 100 lb ................... 1 20 (& 1 30
Middling, p 100 lb ..............
to 1 <x>
Its table is unsurpassed. On Ninth sir , Holland,
Flour. brl .................
to f> 20
8-ly
Pearl Harley, P 100 tb ...............
3 (X)
65
J3ELURIM,
Proprietor of Ottawa House. Rye V bnen .....................
90
Good accommodations for steady boarders, Corn Meal £ 100 lbs ..............
to 20
and every facilityfor transient guests The En- Fine Corn Meal g 1(0 lbs .........
glish, German and Holland languages are spoken.

1

and ttood ap

PETITIONS AND ACCOUNTS.
The following bills were presentedfor payment:
K. Van den Berg, teaming ..................$ 7.75
J. Van der Veea, hardware .................
5.20
P. Konlng, repairingsidewalks ...........6.75

Wood, Staves, Etc,

TAN PUTTEN 0„

442.

Council.

Bertxch, Landaal and the Clerk.
Minutes of laxt meeting read
proved.

lb

JOB PKINTINO PUOMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.

3

Produce, Etc.

bushel ........
117ALSH IJRBBR, Druggist* Pharmacist; a Beans, bushel ......
Butter, ^
.........
full stock of goods appertaining to the busClover seed, |1 lb .........
iness.
Eggs, V doKcn ...........
Honey, V lb .............
furniture.
Hay, ty ton ..............
YfEYER, H.& CO.. Dealers in all kinds of Fur- Onions, bushels .......
ivi nlture. Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, Potatoes, $ bushel .......
icture Frames, etc.: Riverstreet.
Timothy Seed, N bushel.

\

A

NO.

An Arizona paper relates an exploit by a
Holland, Mich., Augusts, 1880.
Mexican, which, for downright foolishness
The Common Council met in regular mmIod and
put to flight any of the daring performwax called to order hy Mayor Vau dor Veen.
Aldermen pre»ent: 8priet»ma,TerViee,
Kramer, ances of the heroes of Beadle’s “yaller-

Apples.

General Dealers.

WHOLE

1880.

Common

:

$1.50 fvr year if paid in ad m nee; $1.75 if
paid at three month*, and $2.00 if
paid at nix month*.

One square of

parketjs.

Drugs. Mcdi-

Vv

7,

forriCIAL.]

$ur

fumeries. River street.

cines Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den BEno'HFamilyMedlclncs;ElghthSt.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

ioluhd cur,

Vf EENG8, 1). R., Drugstore. Fine Drugs, Medivl icincs,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per-

\7AN PUTTEN, Wx., Dealer in

SATURDAY, AUGUST

MICIL,

power

Drug

to clean.

Go

to

Van

Putten's

store, the only place in (he city

you can buy

it,

and give

it

a

Once

convinced of

where

trial. 18-tf

Baptist church and superintendentof the

Montgomerycounty, Pa., in

18°

:

the

room. The

barrels are coated inside

dry substances, for kerosene, lard or any

Hi’

ary Hancock, twin brother, is a lawyer at

liquid

;

and kegs

are

made

for

powder, and

cans for other materials.These vessels

Minneapolis, Minn.

are said

Elegant Hair is woman’s crownin’
beauty. When it fades she fades as we
While it is kept bright her personal at-

to be practically Indestructible;

cannot leak, are light, and easily bandied.

.

A New York gentleman, In the course

maintained. By preserv. of an interview a few days ago, remarked:
ing the hair fresh and vigorous a youthful “We are now landing Indian corn in
variety of Chronic Diseases, with evidence appearance is continued through many Europe at 1c a 1!>, or a half penny sterling.
that in most cases these diseases are cur- years. Those who grieve over their fad- We are actually sending corn to Hamburg
tractionsare

still

so cheap. A ship is going
morning to still, and we are
No. 129 E. 28ih 6l., N. Y. and restores gray or faded hair to its shipping to Italy to still. We have been
natural color. It is a clear and healthful shipping corn for this purpose til the
Any kind of Men’s and Boy’s Clothing preparation, containing neither oil, dye, spring, but to ship to Hamburg in such
cut and made to order accordingto the nor inytbiog deleterious,and Imparts to quantitiesas at present is a new idea. At
latest styles. We have some very fine the scalp what is most needed— a sense of least 20 cargoes, averaging some 75,000
goods. Call and see ns at
pleasant and delightfulfreedom from bu. have been sent to Hamburg and
BRUSSE’S CLOTHING HOUSE,
scurf and dandruff.— iV«r Bern (N. C.) Bremen within a short time, all to be used
in distilleries.
Main St., Zeeland, Mich. Tima.
able. Sent

stamp. Address ing hair turning gray too early, should
HILL PUB. CO.,
know that Ayer’a Hair Vigor prevente it,

for three cent

MURRAY

6-601

12-lf

to still; it is

there this

Apoca^equin hShd PiqTOrad. The tradition wafc utilised by Pizarro’s mission| 4,545 Indians', bnt excluding tho flaiscnration ton
The Story Told by the Jimi In \Vlt4«e aries to teach the doctrine of the
patchee
and Pueblo Indians! not taken
ccuhuh.
AruiM He Dlei«
Trinity ,--A'.ccAaw/e.
Stajk elections ill occur this year
Acoordino to the dispatches from
/
The
story
of the death of the elder
Fremont, Neb., there is scarcely a$r doubt that as foflO'vs
Booth, as^fold by Mr. James H. Sinip/.TlnitMonday in September.
tho did man ana'iroman recently arrested there Arkansas .....
Introductions.
son, who lives now in Salem, N. J., and
Vermont ............ First Tuesday in September.
HOLLAND
MICHIGAN.
are members of the Bender family, on whose
Maine ............... Second Monday in September. who was a perfect stranger to him, is
In a few respects, perhaps, is goodfarm in Kansas tho remains of Senator York Colorado ............ First Tuesday in October.
and ten other bodies were discovered in 1873. Indiana .............. Second Tuesdayiu October.
very graphic. He narrates the incident breedingmore manifest than in the matThe woman of the party says that she will Ohio .................“
as follows
ter of introducing persons to quo another,,
confess all about the minders, and insiststhat, West Virginia ........
“
I had taken passage on the steamer J. having regard more especiallyto the methConnecticut,
.......
First
Tuesday,
iu
November.
although sho is not a.Bcndcr,the old man is,
W. Chenowo^b, Jrom New Orleans to (xl of making, and the time chosen for
1: !“
and thaj . Mir Inovja svefjthing copc^rn- SiaW.
r THE EAST
inc
........
Cincinnati, at the same time that Booth the introduction; nor is there a point of
A resident of Fremont, who Florida...'
Dr. Tasnrr entered upon the thirty.
man. Illinois....
did, though at the time unknown to me etiquetteof greater importance. Not
Iowa ......
first day of his fast in prune condition, and
from tije ^woman s statement that
Kansas....
save by reputation. We had been one only is an unstudied ease of manner reconfident of completinghis tremendous task. the Benders fled from their place in 1873, when Kentucky.
day out from New Orleans when I no quisite,but also tho excerciseof a conLouisiana.
ticedamon walking back and forth in siderable degree of tact and discretion
i
............
the saloon, with his hands behind him, for whether the introductionis personal
The scales showed that
his head bowed in deep thought. I sat or by letter, ceremonious or off-hand, a
pound in weight in the twenty-fourhours. His
..........
observing him closely, trying to recol- certain amount of responsibilityrests uppulse was 84 ; temperature 98.80 ; respiration, have encountered such great hardships
they determined on returningFast, one of the Missouri
14 ; weight,130 pounds.
lect when and where I had seen him, for on the introducer, and this responsibility
Nebraska ............
that I had certainly seen that man I was should not be incurred without some conThe Middleton (Ct.) Saving*
Nevada ..............
New
Hempdiirv .....
fully couvinced. A gentleman came to me sideration.
was robbed, recently, of $8,500 while some
^ railroad war in Peoria, between Now Jersey ..........
and remarked : “That is the tragedian,
Under no circumstances,then, should
York ...........
dainpin
theOtogo, Burlingtonand Qu^rand Peopa Now
Booth.” I then remembered having seen introductions bo made indiscriminately.
North Carolina ......
and Jacksonville roads, over some elevatornp- Pennsylvania
_________
•olliery.
him in his last play at the St. Charles Indeed, some books liave laid down tlio
proaches,culminatedin the arrest of ove* 200 , South Carolina
Theater, New Orleans.
second day rule that one should always acertaiu l>eCensus returns from the thirty- two men, who were tearing up the latter'strack, Tennessee ...........
--- The
-----------u
out
he
was
absent
from
the
saloon,
and, forehand whether it would he agreeable
most populous countiesin New York indicate after they had tom up about GOO foot of track,
.........
»»
tliat the population of the State will exceed smashed up six box-cars and injured four men. | oe.irgiii ...
..
.First Wednesday in Novemlwr. on inquiry, I found that he was confinedj for persons to be introducedto each other
A FIRE ftt Red Bluff, Tehama county, The general electionfor President and Vice to his state-roomvery sick. Well know- or not; but there are so many cases in
A CHANGE for the worse m Dr. Tan- Cal., destroyed$100,000worth of property.... IVesident occurs m all the States on Tuesday, ing the careless regard strangers have on : which this inquiry is impassible,that
those boats for one that is sick, I at once such n rule would be more often infringed
ner’s condition was noted at the close of the ! \n ordinance has been introduced into the ‘'u' • “•
visited his room, apologizing for my in- j than followed, hence the necessityof
Chicago
Citv
Council
providing
that
all
WASHINGTON.
thirty-second day of his long fast Ho was retrusion, and offered my services to him care and judgment — for an undesireu iuported weaker than at any time since tho begin““ C‘ • ! The following i» the condition of the in any manner that might be useful. } troduction, it made, would oblige the onening of his self-imposed task, and his eyes wore
Col. Grierson telegraphs that he I P'diliedebt, as reportedon the 1st inst.;,
After scanning me with a look of pene- j person to whom the introduction was thea dull and heavy look. During the day he vom
Six per cent. Ixindu .................... $ MA.Wl.aV) tration and surprise that I can never for- ! more unwelcome either to treat the other
ited an ounce and a half of mucous, tinged with
struck Victoria's band of bad Indians on the
Five jht ceilti*.........................
bile, and was weak and helpless for nearly an
get, he accepted the offer. On examin- with disregard,or else continue a dis3 1st ult, and fought them four hours. He
F.e.ir uiul om-half per centa ........... 250,000,000
horn- afterward.Notwithstandingthe ymptoms
Four iht cent" ........................
l,;i8U,lSO,4.MI ing his room I found that he had been tastefulacquaintance,
the 'ho killed several Indians and lost one man. At
of weakening,tho doctor was confident that
Ib-tumllliKcertaicaleH .................1,1(17,350 neglected. I immediatelycalled the | Jft therefore, the slightest doubt is felt
could hold out for forty days. His pulse was last accountsthis formidablehand of savages
14,000,000
was
hemmed
in
between
the
Mexican
and I Navy peusitm
porter, had the room cleaned out, clean I whether a meditated introductionwould
recorded at 72 ; temperature 98 3-5 ; rospiraaiirbf 127>£
^O^y pounds.
.........
------- -His
........
tiou,
15; weight,
strength Uni‘^ «•*“ '«>W *»4 OoU Grierson «« , TcU|cri>to4l ..................... tl,7'a,«),500 linen put on him and on the bed ; or- ' In? agreeable,it is best not to incur the
was tested by the dynometer and found to be ; con,,J<'nt that tney would soon have
(it.ht ...........
C.hii.H;)
dered some gruel made for him, as he responsibilityof making it, but to seek
80 kUemeters on the right hand and 75 on the ;
l gai teii(len» ....... ..... ^<’’‘4.!v9j’1.
was too weal, for stronger nourishment, ! an opportunityof acertaining from both
.
! DBCAWim tern Lo. Pin.*, CoL.
: but there was no medical attention at partieswhether an acquaintance is desired,
A FIRE iu the lumber ilistrict of Bllf- state that the Utcs now appear to be satisfiedo,,!,! and silver eert.ilhand and he wasted away very fast. The • We are speaking uow of ceremonious.
20,573,890
eaten
falo burned over an area a quarter of a mile in with the Ouray treaty, and tho* the prospectis
third day after he was taken he could not introductions, which supposes that the
length by 500 feet in width. The total loss is that all the Indians will be off the reservation
Total without lute rent.
| turn over without help. I saw that he jiersoiis introducedshould recognize each.
by next spring.
$225,000 and tho insurance$93,000.. ..C.
t. ‘ai (U-bt ...........................
$2,1 id, s.'s,me, j was getting in a hopeless condition, and, other when meeting elsewhere. But
THE SOITTII.
Brnnscom, of Branscom A Co., comrainHion
Total inuTeft
i.i.Hw.ii'io ^irtuking to stimulati! his energies, gave there are formal introductionsof a dif198,890,405
merchants, New York, is under arrest for havCunli in rvanu ry .......
A negro named Diggs lias been hanged
him some brandy and water, having to ferent character, and which must be careing in his possession$122,000in forged bonds
.$l,93r>,V.H’,.241
Debt Icon canh in treasury
saturate a rag and place it between fully distinguished,
by an infuriated mob at Rockville, Md., for outof the city of Jacksonville, Fla.
5,57(i,053
Deeniaee during July .....
his teeth, his jaws having liecome For instance,persons meeting at a
raging a res])ectab)ewhite woman — In an adCurrent liabilities—
On the thirty-third day of his fast, j"t^before,tt,'e Mobile Cotton Exchange, the inVel^du^mrimiaid.......... .....
:u*M7o | rigid hut on tasting it he made an ef- house, when making a morning call, are
Dr. Tanner was reported as greatly improved, other day, Prof. Riley, Chief of tho United Debt on which laterwt ha*. .*Med
I fort to remove it from his lips, and spoke ! frequently introduced to each other by
the apparent symptomsof weakening exhibited' States EntomologicalCommission,reported
290,57;i’h9u i with ditliculty,“ No more in this world.” the hostess in an off-hand fashion, forthe
ticke
4
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the inciosnre in the hall— about two-thirds of

a

‘

him.
,
i.

no

hope

mile— in eighteen niinntes. His gait was free ! croP*
and steadv. A letter was received from
FIFTEEN masked men broke into the
J. Frindahs, Milwaukee,\\ is., offering the house of a peaceable negro, twentv miles from
doctor “her hand and heart.’ The
.

Mary

_____

i nited state* notes held for mleiuptiou
I saw that he had
hopes of living, purpose of facilitatingconversation, with
of certificate*of deposit ............. 15.5:15,1100
ami felt anxious in regard to his
tho understanding tliat the introduction
Cash balanceavailable ................. 151,1)59,793
for the future ; but, being a young
lasts only for that occasion; and persons1’oUl ................................
f 198,890,4115 and an entire stranger, I felt ‘it to be
having thus accidentally met, are under

cotton-worms preying npon the growing

Available ohm

-Is

man
a

—

one cf my ex- no obligation to bow or recogiuize each
but with a mental praver that other when meeting again.
great Iv amused
Gft.v l,0tu?ded h\H
aln ^
«wn ! I might be sustained,I commenced by, If, when walking in the street with one
,, .1 • . iir.i
to death with clubs, and fatally shot their two
Dr. Tanner began the tliirty-nitli day I pjhjjjctjjL Great indignation
is said to prevail
nuign
Interest accniwi ami not yet paid ...... ;f.'3.ii7 j^kiii" him if he had a wife. He an- friend, you meet another, it would lie
45, .-wo,Kin
a
((f astonishment and optional either not to introduce them at
of his fast in a worse condition than ho has ex- in the neighborhood, and money is being interest paid by Pnjt«i
raised to prosecutethe villains,some of whom
hibited at any time since tho start. Nausea
"mails1.
.....
...................
i3,r,42,8H4an emphatic “ Certainly I have.” I then all or only in a formal manner. But if,
have been arrested.
By casuWmcnts of 5 i»er cent of
asked if he hud aiiv * message to send in such a ease, you meet a lady, and sho
and vomiting were frequent, and the faster was
The population of Kentucky is estiso enfoebleatliat he was unable to dress himI her, but I could not understand him : evinces a desire to stop with you, you
self. Pulse 78 ; temperature, 98}^ ; respira- mated at 1,734,331, which is an increaseof
States ............................... 33,291,777 j)nt
to sav, in his l(H»k and may introduce him formally; but this
tion, 15.
413,321 over the populationin 1870. The estiThe various mints of the countrv features, “ Oh, that I could talk !” But, would not entitle him to consider himself
There was a bull-light in New York, mate is based on oflicialreturns from forty- coined $4,276,500during the month of July. ; inwr man, his power of utterance was one of the lady’s acquamtances.
two counties in the Stato.
the other day. under the management of Henry
First Comntrollorof the TreasurvLawrence so impaired that he could scarcely utter Naturally when one person haaexpressBy the falling of a tree near Stone- decides that Governmentemployes are entitled a word distinctly.He attempted to tell ed a desire to be mtroducedto another,
Bergh. There were several active steers and a
good deal of red cloak and agility,but no gore. ville, N. C., two men were fatally injured and to pay for public holidays
mo of his travels iu California, but I you have only tho wishes of that oilier to
When Mr. Bergh grew tired of the thing he a third person so seriously wounded that
could understandnothing but that he consult.
FOREIGN.
•topped it Tho toredors were unarmed.
it is feared he will die. A fourth was slighta rAnLF disnutch chronicles the re- had suffered a great deal and been ex- It is not however, usual to ascertain a
A ( able tuspaicu nromci.s ,
0ll the fourth dav gentleman’s wishes as to whether ho
The beginning of the thirty-seventh ly hurt
(ration
cunital mmishiueuthv
of poseoxery nil
, , ,.
day of Dr. Tanner’s Jast found his condition' Seven men arrested for murderously •toration of capital punishmentby another
after he was taken I asked him if 1 desires to be introduced to a lady or
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letter

Cash in treasury ......................
$ 198,890,405 vwrv delicate situation for
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Swias cantons by which it was abolished.
not, for in general, society gentlemen are
but littlechanged from tho preceding half assaulting a colored family at Jonesboro, Ga., tho
To further secure the beneficial effects in the 1 should read to him fiom my I( stunu
''n .
i
dozen days. He was still troubled with were removed from that place to Atlantafor way of terror to evil doers, this canton has also I He seemed anxious that I should, when supposed to be gallant enough to seek
nausea and occasional spells of vomiting.He safe-keeping. A large number of negroesenacted
. . . .........
....... all executions shall Ikj I selectedan encouragingchapter and rather than to avoid a lady’s acquaintance
that hereafter
was naturally quite feeble, and during gathered in the place, and, as they were
St. I'i'b-rsbiirgdisimtdi sav* the read while he gave the deepest atten- Should a gentleman desire to lie introthe day walked about occasionally, and affected , and turbulent bevond measure, further vio- {.tM)0rtrt
report 0f Gen. Skobeleff’s death are untrue.
lion.' I then asked him if I might pray duced to a lady he must seek out some
not to feel his weakness.Tue pulse was re- lencc was apprehended.The white people
Heavy
and
continuous
rain-storms
in
for him. His eyes became dim with i mutual acquaintance.and ask the favor;.
corded 74 ; temperature,98.8 ; respiration, 14 ; were greatly alarmed, and at their request the
weight,125^ pounds. Tho doctor was exam- Governor of the State ordered a company of several counties of England have laid hundreds moisture and he signified his consent, and the rule Is that the introduction should
lie made, as such a request would lead to
ined by auscultation, and tho heart and lungs militia to Jonesboro.All is quiet again.
of acres of grain and caused irreparabledam- while I knelt beside his bunk and lu
pronounced to be in excellent condition.
sought
the
Great
Father
of
us
all,
bethe
inference that he hod some particular
age
.....
Contagious
pleuro-pneiimonia
lias
again
GENERAL.
made its appearance in some of the English fore whom he was so shortly to appear, object in view.
(THE WEST.
Gen. Hancock, in addition to his counties ..... England is strainingevery nerve
Near relations may, without any cereLast week’s receipts of grain in Chi- present duties has been assigned to the com- to repair, at the earliest possiblemoment, the to receive him, though at this late hour,
for the sake of Him tliat died that sinners niony or hesitation,be introduced to
cago amounted to 475,768bushels of wheat, mand of the Department of tho South, during defeat of Gen. Burrows in Afghanistan,and
might trust in His mercy. He seemed fiends casually encountered
large reinforcementsare being sent thither.
3,056,913 bushels of com, 272,592 bushels of the temporary absence of Brig. Gen. Augur.
A COLOREI) man named Henderson
oats, 50,695 bushels of rye, and 5.998 bushels of
French journals of all parties warn very grateful, and attempted to put
The Western Nail Association at Pittsbarley ____ Mrs. J. B. Marvin,of Atchison, Kan.,
arms around my neck as I bent over him !Br()WUt in dewberry county, South
the Governmentnot to allow itself to be drawn
has
bas given birth to a girl baby weighing only one , burgh has resolved unanimously
unanimously not to
to smooth his
Carolina, is said to go without sleep freand three-quarters
threo-ouarterspounds’ The child is
is perper-1 a/>11
HOn nnila
nauB at
»it less
lews than $3.
*3. The card rate
r
hcre- into an armed interferencein the Turkish
On
the fifth day, about 1 o clock, he (.ueu^iy for u week or more at a time.
fectly developedand bids fair to live ____ tofore was $3.25, but many have been selling question. France will probably take no part in
Dan Timnev, of Shelby county, Ind., had a at £2.25 and $2.85.
the approachingnaval demonstration
An died. I was with him all the morning j B)! HayH tjmt f0U|. vt!ttrRft^() iie went
English missionary and hi* two servants have until the bell rang for dinner, when he , 8even m01lth8 without sleep. His health
Another American vessel — the been murdered at Ismidt, Asia Minor, near repeated the words several times disexcept that he is quite thin and
man’s mother stepped between him and ids in- schooner George Washington, from I’hiladel- ; Constantinople
tinetly, “ Pray, pray, pray ! aecompa- i emrtCjat<.(]t though active and a hard and
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excited
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mum
was the cause.

Burglars blew open

Woodworth A

pillow.

,

tho safe of C. S.

Co., at Marshalltown, Iowa,

secured $4,000 worth of securities—

A

and

tire

at

Quincy, III, destroyed E. C. Pf&nschimdt’s
planin’g-mill,the Gardner governor-works.
Bennett A Duff’s foundry,Hams A Beebe’s old
tobacco factory, Jarnett's icejhouse, and
numerous dwellings,barns, sheds, etc. The
total loss is placed at over $150.000
The Cbcrokees in Indian Territory lynched two
Creeks, the other night, and the Creeks have
just retaliated by fillingtwo Cherokces with
bullets ..The complete census of Nebraska
shows a population of 452,542.. . .The census
returnsfrom every district of Oregon shows
population of 175,535, an increase

—

a

of

(

—

p

Washington.

• nn

still experimenting

the

with va-

.

and is confident of ultimate triumph. Hu
keeps adding to the improvement of his
electric rai road motor, by which he
expects to attain a speed of 200 miles per
hour ____ Mrs. Zelda Heguin, tho well-known
contralto,after ten months’ widowhood, has

—

The Chicago Club continuesto lead in tho race
for tho base-ball championship.
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Agency report that “forty-eightchiefs and j An election was held in Alabama on
of the UneompahgreUtea have signed ; ^ 2d of August for Governor and other State
Total ................ .33.5(12, 5(12
24,797,474
the treatv. The success of tho com,
Incroane in twenty States and throe Tern tones,
48 assured beyond doubt Ouray
members of the Legislatureand counasimred the commission that no troubleJ ty officers. The Republicansran no candidatea 8,765,088.
will be experienced in getting the for State offices, but generally supported the
The Universityof Chicago has recentWhite River and Southern Utea to sum, now nominees of the Greenback party. Dispatches
that the Uneompahgreithave agreoa to the from Montgomery report that the Democrats ly conferred tho degree of Doctor of
treaty.
.The oenaua of Arizona gives a popu- made a clean sweep, the candidatesof that par- Music upon Prof. H, R. Palmer.
head men

M

2

2

^ 8u*5crae
of Columbiana ‘Mem-

C!?T\ p°!

Public
Works. Amos
a , ,
Neb., are said to be old man Bender and his
°f Kn°x ooimty; School UmmisV
71.
sioner,B. B. Smart, of Ross county ; Presidaugnter
( dential Electora-at-large, Harvev Kellogg, of
Dispatches from Los Pinos Inchan Lucaa| aml L. t. Foxier, of Mahoning.
.

.

2

A. Lloyd, of Seneca; SuW. C. Loudon, of

.nil
AiM in L*n
! Court, CharlesBowsall,
volver into him. and he died in ten minutes
ber of the Board of
A man and woman under arrest at Fremont, ...
.

<£ 4 83

2

premo Judge, D.

minute
— !ro™
^rU, VnM
his^

50

(A a 75
invariably connected with the
10 X 4 25
thunder
bird.
Among
the
ancient
tribes
Gen. Roberts is marching to the re50 (4 4 85
50 X rt 00
of the Mississippi valley the thunder,
lief of Candahar, at the head of 10.000 men ____
25 (-.5 00
therefore, soon became a thunder god,
90
92
Tho election for members of Councils General
(4
who could be propitiated with sacrifices.
. 80 e* 83
in Franco has resultedin a great Republican
. 35 (4 30
The Illinois Indians offered up a small
triumph ____ Tho Chilian transport Loa was
24
(4
dog
when
a
child
happened
to
be
sick
blown up by a torpedo in Callao bav on the
. 74 (4 75
Rtk-No.2. .......................
20th of July. The torpedo contained about upon a day when there was much thun*- Harley— No. 2... ................. 75 (4 7(1
27
<4
800 pounds of dynamite. Tho vessel was lifted tier, supposing the latter to l>e a cause Butter— Choice Creamery ........
Enos— Fresh .....................
. 1VM4 14
quite o' t of tho water. About 150 men per.15 50 (415 75
of the malady. Many accidents, like Pork— Mess .......................
ished. Every house in Callao was shaken by
(4
7*
conflagrations,were attributed to this Lard ..............................
tho explosion.
MILWAUKEE.
angry god, and some tribes did bloody Wheat— No. ....................
. 1 01 (4 1 10
No. ...................
. 94 (4 95
penances of propitiation,often burning to
The Late Census.
Corn— No. ......................
3t
'•4
death their own children. Statements Oath— Na .......................
24
(4
Nearly complete census returns have been reRye—
Na
........................
that the Indians adored the thunder,
72
ceived from twenty States and throe TerritoBarley—
Na
....................
. 72 (4 73
however, seem to be erroneous. It was
ST.
LOUIS.
ries, and the approximate results are as folthe cause of tho thunder that theyivor- Wheat— No. 2 Red ................
90
(4
low.!
35
sliiped, and before which they burned Corn— Mixed .....................
(4
Oath— No. .......................
24
1880.
1870.
(4
tobacco and buffalo meat, or cut off the Rye ..............................
00
990,992
Alabama .................
(4
Arkauxae. ...............
484,471 joints of their fingers or threw their Poke — Mem ........................ 14 75 (#415 00
860,247 children into the tire when they were I-*™ .............................. 7J«^ 7*
California ...............
.. 145,000
125,015
,, - CINCINNATI.
Delaware .................
overcome with fear. The Peruvians had Wn ea^.I ........
..
5,200.000
2,639,891
. 91 (4 M
Illinois...................
1,413,321
IrComc
..............................
. 39 (4
Kentucky .................. 1,734,331
as an ideal a stone that had lieen split
3A4.399
Oat> ............. ............ . 28 (4 33
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The Ohio Greenback Convention, in
by session last week at Columbus, nominated

the people for God’s sake to protect him, but
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While he was being conducted from

Crump, the husband of the outraged
woman, and, shot to death. Carlew ran
round with bis handenffs on begging

CHICAGO.

the island their intention to

2.

POLITICAL.
twenty to thirty Imshels to the acre is anticipated. In Dakota Territory, the crop is larger
The Maine Democratic and Greenand better than ever before. In Illinois and adjacent States tho winter wheat has been back State Committees were in session at Augathered in good condition,and tho spring gusta last week. The result of tho conference
wheat is now being gathered.
was a determinationto pool their issues, raise
G. W. Carlew was on trial at Mober- a large amouut of money, Hood tho State with
speakers, and wage an aggressivecampaign.
ly, Mo., for outraging a respectablem&med
tho jail to the oourt-room,he

1

.
.
.

.

.

woman.

NEW YORK.

leave it, if permitted. They will be allowed that the lightning was the serpents that

rious materials for perfectinghis electriclight,

Wallace, of Indianapolis
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cipline and want of concert

Edison is

is 48 years
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.The census of Minnesota,now complete,
•hows the total populationof the Btato to bo been destroyed by forest fires in New Bruns780.072, an increase of 340,366 since 1870, or a wick. . . .During the year ending June 30, 1880,
little more than 77 per cent.
more than 70.000 Canadians,who declared their
The wheat crop is now being har- intention of becoming permanent residents of
the United States, crossed over from the Dovested in Nebraska, and will be a third less than
minion at Sarnia.
the average. In Minnesota a yield of from
.

med by a beseeching look. We were con^t worker. He
then below Louisville, Ky., where,

upon arriving,the Captain procured a
metallic coffin and telegraphed to his
, at first rejKdled. The nat ve reports are now
wife in Baltimore to meet the corpse in
Tin? inrv in tho case of tho steamer 10 the t'ff,‘ctthat b'lirowH’ force was lured into
1HB jury in tuo case oi uie stuum r an ambuscade and M,lfrnriHi
suffered i,PBw
heavy in^s.
loss, but
but efef
Cincinnati, which she did, taking it to
Seawanahaka,recently burned on I^ong Island fected a retreat, and later advices nnonne bis Baltimore for interment.
sound, have returneda verdict exonerating tho arrival,with a largo portion of his command,
United Ktates SteamboatInspectors from all at Candahar.
Superstitionsabout Thunder.
blame, as they find that the boat was provided
The Turks greatly rejoice over the
with all appurtenances required by law. They
Almost all the tribes in the United
Britishdefeat in Afghanistan____ The last of
severely censuretho crew for their want of disStates believedthe thunder to lie prothe Cuban insurgent chiefs have signified to

the outrage have been
ities at

about 93 per cent. *ince 1870 .....
Census returns from seventy-sixcounties in married Mr. David
Illinoisshow a populationof nearly 2,750,000.
It is estimated that the remaining twenty-six
countieswill increase these figures to 3,125^000.

^
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of twin children who died in infancy
should be worshiped, supposing that
one of them was the son of the thunder, the Origin of this idea being the
celestial
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present ruinous system

,

trees and making no effort to promote

new growths is continued,they will, before many years, be practically exterminated from their native soil. Already

CITY. MIOHIGAN.

SABBATR READING.

of destroying the

the sections of forest nearest the ship-

I

THE TIME
feel

IS ftHORT.”

the thread of

life ie

elender,

And loon with me the Ubor will be wrought;
Then grows my heart to other heart* more tender
The time is short.

A ahepherd’atent of reedn and flowers decaying;
ping-placeshave been destroyedand the That
night winds won will crumble Into naught;
The official census returns of Rhode bark has to be carried sometimes hun- So eeciLM my life,for some rude blast decaying.
The time Is short.
Island show a population of 276,710 — a dreds of miles on the backs of natives.
Uu, up, my soul, the long-epenttime redeeming:
Sow thou the seeds of better deed and thought:

.gain of 59,307 in ten years.

There are

sixty-fourcities in the

Light other lamps, while yet thy light is beemtng.

The time Is short.
A Leadville deacon ran a man three United States with a populationexceedof the good thou alght’st have done, when
miles up a hill and then rolled him back
ing 30,000 ; there are forty-four cities Think
brightly
in a barrel, for the offense of calling a
with more than 40,000, thirty-four with The sun to thee life'schoicest seasonsbrought;

church a Joss house. They’re bound to

more than

have religion respectedin Leadville.

The aggregate value

and

50,000, twenty-seven with

Hours lost to God in pleasurepassing lightly.
The time is short.

more than 60,000, twenty-four with more The time Is short. Then be thr heart a brother's
every heart that needs thy help in aught;
than 75,000, twenty with more than To
Soon thot may'st need the sympathy of other*.

of the petroleum

100,000, four

petroleum product export for the

with more than

and one with more than 1,000,000. Lon-

past year was, in round numbers, $34,<000,000, being a falling off of $3,000,000

don

is

a long way ahead of

New

York,

but the other English cities fall below

as compared with the year preceding.

The time

500,000,

; ManBirmingham
are
below
Chiexpenses which has yet appeared in Encago
and
St.
Louis
;
Leeds
and
Sheffield
land is that of Mr. C. W. Wynn, the
defeated candidate for Montgomery- are below Boston and Baltimore ; Bristol,
shire. His expenses were no less than Bradford and Salford are below Cincin-

below Philadelphiaand Brooklyn

bill for election

chester and

£13,454; more than double those of his nati, San Francisco and

15s.
----------

opponent. Each
him £6

Even more

vote he polled cost

Orleans;

(

Hull, Newcastle and Portsmouth are

!

below Washington, Cleveland and Bnf-

:

falo ; Leicester,

_

Sunderland and

burgh.

___

not strange that 12,000 dentists
employment
in the United States.
farmers give their laborers cold tea with
good results. In Scotland buttermilkis Dr. J. N. Farrar, of New York, states,
becoming a great drink. Oatmeal and in an article published in the Dental
water, kept cool, is consideredone of the Laboratory, that not less* than half a
find

ton of pure gold, costing about $500,000,

host harvest drinks.

is

The

annually packed away in the mouths

iron furnaces in blast in the of Americans, and, in addition to

United States

fell off slightly during the

,

this,

much

there is probably four times as

quarter ending June 30, dropping from cheaper material, such as silver,plat inn,

bitumi- etc., used in filling cavities in teeth,
of He makes the curious and interesting
the anthracite furnaces, are now at work. estimate that only 300 years would be
In other words, over one-third of the required to bury the amount of gold
machinery needed to make pig-iron in coin now in circulation in the country

431 in blast to 413. About half the

nous and charcoal, and 70 per cent,

:

this country is lying idle because it does

“Wild mutton” is what they call
venison up in the Roscommon region,
and it is as plenty os if no Game law was
ever enacted.

Subscriptions

winds, aroma laden, hover,

Companionsrest, their work foreverwnniKht;
Soon other graves the moss and fern will covor.
The time is short.
Up, up, my soul, ere yet the shadow falleth;
Home good return lu latter seasonswrought;
Forget thyself, when duly angels calleth.
The time is short.
Hut all the lapses thou hast been forgiven,
By all the leasonsprayer to thee hath taught.
To ©then teach the sympathies of heaven.
The time is short.

Nundn.v Lega.

Old Zack lived in Virginia. He was a
veteran in the last war, and supported

by

„

doing

to the

guarantee fund

of the Peninsula sangerfest, at Detroit,

amount to $4,000. The expenses of the
Stories of the

Dumas.

fest will be

$8,000.

>i

The thirty-third Anniversary of Gan.
Scott’s entry into the City of Mexico

was during the successfulperiod of
“Henry III.,” one day, that
Mile. Mars was receiving friends and
admirers, Dumas, the elder, presented
her with a beautiful satin-bound copy
of the drama, and an old doctor who was
present exclaimed rather simply ; “So
you are a tragedy-maker,^ounfj man ?”
“Yes,” replied Dumas, “just like you
the only differenceis that you have
yours bound in deal.”
Dumas was a great friend of Vatout’s,
who was so devoted to Louis Philippe’s
family that he followed them into exile.
On hearing of his death, “ Poor fellow,”
said Dumas, “and how did that happen ?” “ At dinner ; the water they had
to drink was very bad ; the Princes were
, all sick, but Vatout died.'’ “The
i courti(.r j" said Dumas with a smile,
| Being present one evening with
Sand at the first performance of an exej cnii,ie piece, he was conversing loudly
| with her, when a hourycois,seated in
It

himself

It is

be drunk in the harvest field. Some

father, as if speaking to himself; and
then added, “John, it is wrong to break
God’s holy Sabbath. Ho has forbidden
it, and your teacher was quite right”
Remember the Sabbath day to keep it
holy. — Kuid Words.

-

thou hast friends, give them thy beet endeavor,
Thy warmest impulse and thy purest thought,
Keeping in mind, in word and action ever,
The time is short.

Oldham

pointedly than liwt year arc below Newark, Louisville and Pitts-

papers are discussing the
some substitutefor beer to

the English

subject of

New

short.

If

the American cities. Liverpool ranks Where summer

The most remarkable

is

why do you talk of
MICHIGAN NEH8.
sums just now?”
L’Anse was visited by a slight frost
“Because, father, if there is one little
figure put wrong in a sum, it makes it July 17.
all wrong, however large the sum is.”
An Ontonagon boy recently picked
“To be sure; child, it does.”
ten quarts of potato bugs in one day,
“Then, please father, don’t you think
M. J. Donahoe’s shingle mill burned
if God’s dav is put wrong now and then,
to the ground at Ludingtou a few days
it makes all wrong?”
ago. Loss, $8,000 ; insurance, $6,000.
“Put wrong, child— howf’
There ore now two new salt wells lie“I mean, father, put to a wrong
ing bored at Midland, which have
use. ”
“That brings it very close,” said the reached the depth of 150 and 200 feet.

clever at figures; but

chores

.

for the
neigh Iwrhood. In one of his many
battles he lost a leg. and limped around

the dramaof

observed in Detroit, Sept. 14,
the Michigan veterans.
will bo

by

The iron-ore shipments from the Upper Peninsula for the season up to July
21 have been 776,062 tons, against 501,005 for the same period last year.
John Burt has leased the Grace furnace, at Marquette, aud it will soon lie

;

relighted. Under the terms of the lease
the Lake Superior Iron Company will
make repairs to an amount not exceeding $35,000.

When Louis Vunderwilt moved from
Bay Citv into the country, more than a
year ami a half ago, he took his pigeons
with him, and the other day the birds
took flight to their old homo, where
Louis found them.
Two fresh water eels were caught
from one of the docks in front of East
Saginaw, a day or two since, and the
announcement will create some interest,

on a wooden substitute.It was not one
of the new patent logs, but^a ^^‘^r ^hlfashioned broom-handle stick, fitted with
. .......................... front of them, turned around and sharpleather straps to the stump of flesh.
ly requested them to be quiet. “ What,”
Old Zack was well known by his exclaimed Dumas; “you have the good
“walk and conversation”among all the luck to hear George Sand and Alexander
town people. In cabins, and by the Dumas conversingtogether, and you are
wayside,it was not an unusual tiling to not satisfiedI”
see a group around this lame leader,
Dumas was a very powerful man, and
listeningto his stories of the battle- rather proud of his physical strength.

inasmuch

as it

has not l>eon heretofore

definitelyknown that eels
neous in Michigan waters.

were

indige-

The Washington press dispatches
stated that Lewellyn Wood, of

Michigan, had been appointed Indian
Agent at Oteo, Neb., vice R. Gust, refield.
His father, Gen. Dumas, Marquis de la signed. The name was incorrectly given.
Paiilerie, notified his birth to Gen. It should have been Lewellyn E. WoodThey were marvelous tales of advenBrune in the following terms : “My in, of Monroe, Mich. Mr. Woodin was
ture, some probable, but many more imwife lias just presented me with a boy, formerly Sheriff of Monroe county.
possible. But old Zack had told them eighteen inches long and weighing ten
A fire broke out one morning last
so many times that like other storypounds and a half. If he keeiw like
week in the steam Hour mill of J. Jeuka
tellers, he had actually come to believe
that at 25 he will be no pigmy.” The
A Co., of Sand Beach. The lire was first
them true. And yet ho was respected,
father was also a man of great strength,
seen in the third story. Its origin is
because even’ one knew that the good old
whose feats were renowned in the records
unknown. The buildingwas totally desoul had no intentionof lying. The marked

graveyards.The
magnitude of American dental operations is shown by the statement that thing about all his reminiscencewas that of the French army. An engraving of sttfoyed,and but a small portion of the
trEN. Trevino, the Mexican officer about 300,000 artificial or porcelain| Old Zack was the center of every the time, now in the hands of Dumas, contents saved. The loss is $18,000;
Jr., represents him alone on the Brixen
who has just been married to Miss Ro- teeth, mounted on various kinds of | picture. In storming a beseigingparty, bridge holding in check of body of Aus- insured for $9,000. The mill will probnot pay to run

($150,000,000) in the

it.

*

berta Ord, gave to his bride some beau-

plntcs,are

made every year.

Dr.

Farrar

0:1

f™1

<,ickf

"r

0,1 Ul6.n‘arc!’

marriage gifts. Among them were supplements these figures with the ini- ing( 110 one 8tood higher than he. It was
a
pa'r
magnificent
.....
. of
'f .......
41 diamond ear-rings p0r|ant statement, based on statistics, an amiable weakness— that vanity of his
and bracelets,necklaces, lockets and compiled with painstaking lalmr, that, ! —though in younger folk it would have
rings, all resplendent with large dia- out of an average of eighty people of all been a blemish.
, And yet everybody liked old Zaek.
monds. He also presentedto her a classes,only one can be found with
go^] people of the town watched
dainty saddle with silver stirrupsand feet dental organs. The other seventy- j the wear of the old wooden leg, and
tiful

per-

ably be rebuilt at once.

trians, killing three, wounding eight,
and causing the others to retreat. The
Marquis was a mulatto ; being one

Two large purchases of pine lands
have occurred in Ontonagon county
lately. Thomas Neater, of East Saginaw, has purchased the Ward pine

evening at the theater in a box with a
lady, a young coxcomb entered, and offered to see her home alfir the play.
“Thanks,” said the lady, pointing to
the General; “I am with this gentleman.” “ Indeed,” exclaimed the young
man, sneering, “I t<x)k him for your
servant.” He had no sooner uttered
this piece of impertmence than the
General t<xik hold of him by the collar,
and, lifting him like a feather, threw
him on to the stage.
His grandson, the present academician, is a chin of the old block, of extraordinary physical strength, and most
adroit in all atliletic exercises, which, as
every one knows, does not prevent him
from being as witty as his father. Some-

some 9,000 acres,
for $75,000, and Thomas Merrill, of
Saginaw, has purchased 4,000 acres of
pine lands on the south fork of the
West branch of the Ontonagon river.
lands, consisting of

thinking it dangerous for Zack to use it
any longer, sent to Richmond and bought
A farmer near Jackson has had four
for him a brand-new one, with springs
Louisiana plantershave great hopes
acres of strawberry vines destroyed by a
A differenceof opinion exists among and joints and toes. It had all the modof a recent invention by which bagasse,
s|H!cicH of worm or grub, which, after a
European engineers in regard to the ern improvements.
the refuse canestalks left over from the
short existence as such, metamorphose*
Zack was apparently delighted with
process of msnufseturing cn.de sugar, ' practicabilityof establishing a sea, as is
into a miller and Hies away. This pest,
his present He wore it one day, but
which apI>earHin myriads, attacks and
can be made into paper fibre of good j u0" proposed, ... the great Sal.ara, the seemed to b(5 conscience-stricken
over
consumes the foliage of the plant, which
the
extravagance.
The
next
day
lie apquality and that bleaches well. These ‘'lief F"1’1™1 '*‘“5' “ wml,d 8<>cm' hmv
•lies to the very roots and never Iwars
peared on the streets with the old broomstalks have been used to l.eat tl.e evapo- ! u' kM'P "!>' 11 19
9U1>fruit again. The four acres destroyed
handle buckled on his stump. The first
last year produced 600 bushels of IxTries.
rating pans in which tl.e sugar is boiled, i Praillg lhe st““ 10 ^ create‘1b.v '“™‘9 «>< of his friends who met him with renionbut they will yield a ton of fibre to every a canid, .t would lose an enormous
Miss Jennie McGraw, daughter of
to
hogshead of
«l«atitit.vof water by evaiH.rat.on every '’‘““De olo^egVilldobU-y well for do j '".xly 9lH-akiU,;of Alexandre Diunaa
j the late John McGraw, of Itlncu, was
saying one day: "After
day, without the introduction of an week days, but de new leg shall be pre- lls Mm W,U1 8°yinff 0110 “ttV : ' A(
; married in Berlin, Prussia, to Prof,
nil, your father has sometimes written
sarved for de Sundays.”
j Willard Fiske, of Cornell University.
Among the personal effects which equal volume of fresh water. The water
Who has not heard of Sunday clothes, inferior works, but he never wrote tire- 1 The ceremony was performed at tha
Sara Bernhardt, the French actress,will evaporated being replaced by a supply Sunday faces, . and Sunday manners? some ones.” “It was through selfish| residence of A. D. White, Minister to
liring with her to this country will coming through the canal, the whole But Sunday legs are a novelty. Perhaps ness," replied the son, “they would Berlin and President of Cornell. The
have bored him first.”
be the famous skeleton of her bed- body will soon reach the maximum of so in name, but not in fact. We all
j bride inheritedthe extensive mill and
salt factories built by her father in South
room. It has a peculiar history. It is saturation ; and thus, the evaporation know people who hobble around, week
Mystery
of
Exchange.
after week and year after year, on a poor
' Buy City, and is said to be worth $4,the skeleton of a young station officer, still continuing,a deposit of salt will be
_v principle,
____
...........
Most of our renders are aware that the
week-day
that
may without
000,000 or $5,000,000. She is building
who committed suicide on account of formed, which in time must fill up the warning break and give its owner a sor- quotationof foreign exchange represents an expensive residence at Ithica.
disappointment in love. This anatomi- whole space of the interior sea — the sa- ions fall. Don't do’ it any longer, a premium considerablyin excess of the
reader. Use the strong Sunday legs | actual fact ; but wo doubt whether all
cal souvenir was presented by the dead linity of the water being such that no
School l.aw.
every day if you would be safe. Carry of them know precisely what is the difman’s friend, Dr. Pozzo, to Sara, who animal life would be possible in it, and tho words of the Good Book into the ference. By the usage of bankers, the j Following are a few recent official dethe ultimateresult being simply the ac- week; then “shall the lame man leap old Spanish dollar is assumed as the par cisions aud rulings upon the School law,
has a religious regard for it.
of exchange, one pound sterling being prepared for the Lansing Jiepuhliean :
cumulation of an immense deposit of like an hart.”— Stephen Jf. Tyny, Jr.
equal to four and four-ninthsof these
Albert Grant, better known as Bar- salt. On the other hand, the projectors
1. Under Motion 100, generalschool laws of
Fallh and FmIIokIkv.
dollars. In point of fact, however, in 187!) (section 115. primary school law), the Lion Grant, has been condemned by Sir of the enterprise claim that the presence
All true following of Christ begins with the established moneys of Great Britain brarian of towimlnp libraryis required to disGeorge Jessel, of the Rolls Court, En- of this water and its evaporation must
faith, or we might almost say that faith and the United States, a pound sterling tribute the books once in tlnoo months to the
gland, to the payment of $600,000 to the produce copious rains, which will in a is following, for we find our Lord substi- contained as much gold as $4.87 of United Directors of the several districts,to be by them
loaned to the inhabitants, the Directors being
Emma Silver Mining Company, that large measure return into the sea, and tuting the former expression for the latter States money ; and this is the true par held resjMmhible for the return of the books to
of exchange or rate which must Ixj used the library.In case the Board of Inspectors
sum being the profit he made as pro- thus not only accomplish the object re- in another passage of this Gospel parallel with the present.“I am come a light in convertingthe money of one country may think that the convenience or interest of
moter of the company. Inasmuch as ferred to, but also convert a sterile waste in the world, that whosoever belie veth into that of the other. For instance : if the iKionlo will l>e best subserved by having the
books delivered directly to the inhabitants by
making profit out of the project of which into a fertilecountry.
on me should not walk in darkness.” anything costs £100 in Great Britain, its
the township Librarian and not through the DiThe two ideas are not equivalent, but true value expressed in the money of the rectors, saiu hoard may suspend the effect of
he was the prime promoter was a breach
United States is $487. Accordingly, it the section quoted,by authority of section 134.
faith is the condition of following; and
of trust, Judge Jessel held that his havCats and Proverbs.
following is the outcome and test, be- is a fact, familiar to all hankers, that, general school laws of 1871), lhe same being
ing since been adjudged a bankrupt did
The SiMUiiard, says a writer, like the cause it is the operation of faith. None when exchange is quoted at 109b there section 4 of act No. 25)1),laws of 1850.
2. The surplus dog tax must be apportioned
not bar the collection of the judgment. Italian, plays the cat when he dissimu- but they who trust him will follow him. is no real premium, but the true par has
among the entire number of children of school
lates, but it is not a dead one. He says He who does not follow, does not trust.
been attained, Ixicause, if we multiply age m the township,among all districts lying
The Chicago Times presents the lat- the cat would be a good friend if it did To follow Christ, means to long and $4.44 4-9, which is the nominal par, by wholly or partly in such township.In ca*e of a
not scratch, and he thinks a cat which strive after his companionship, as the 109b which is then the quoted rate, we fractionaldismet where the school-house is
est estimatesof the grain production in
mews is not a good mouser. An Italian Psalmistsays, “My soul followeth hard get $4.87, which is the true par. Wc situatedin another township,the money bethis country and Europe, together with says one had better be the head of a cat
longingto such districtis paid to the Treasurer
after thee.” It means the submission of need scarcely add that it is owing to this
of that township and by him paid to the distlie statistics of our recent production than the tail of a lion ; a wary German the will, the effort o< the whole nature,
circumstance that the exixirts of gold trict
goes
like
a
cat
round
hot
broth,
and
bethe daily conflict to reproduce his ex- from the United States are not larger.
and exports of breadstuff’s. It appears
3. In additionto the complete census list
lieves it too late to drive the cat away ample, the resolute adoption of his com- If there really existed such a heavy of a school districtwhicli accompanies the anat the present time that our wheat crop
when the cheese is eaten. Many be- mand as my law, his providenceas my premium on hills of excluuige, ns many nual report of the Director, section 83, General
will amount to between 475,000,000and lieve that a good cat often loses a mouse, will, his fellowship as my joy. And the
Behind ^aws of 1879, requires the Director of a
persons suppose, it would be immensely
494,000,000bushels,and the corn crop that no cat is too small to scratch, and root and beginning of all such following profitable to exinirt gold to Great Brit- fractional district shall furnish a statementto
tlie Clerk of each township in which the district
will also be very large, exceeding that of that you cannot keep away the cat is in command to him, conscious of mine ain. In point of fact, in view of the is in part situated, showing the number of chil1879. But the European harvests prom- when it has tasted cream. The Russian own darkness, and trustful in his great necessaryexpenses of freight, insurance dren in that part of the district lying in such
thinks that play for cats means tears for light We must rely on a guide before and loss of interest,the margin does not township.When thii requirement of law is
ise to be much better than last year, and
the mice ; the Arab says that when the we accept his directions; and it is absurd more than cover the risk. Tne United complied with, there need be no trouble in dethe foreign demand for the next year cats and mice are on good terms the pro- to pretend that we trust liim, if we do States half-eagle, it may be added, con- terminingthe amount of surplus dog tax to be
apportionedto fractional districts.
isn’t expected to be more than two- visions suffer; the Tur- tolls us tha" not go and do as he bids us. So “follow tains 116 grains of pure gold, equivalent
4. No school district organized under the
thirds as large as for the past twelve two cats can hold their own against one thou me” is, in a very real sense, the sum to $5 ; the British sovereign,or pound general laws, other than a graded school dislion. Another Turkish saying is, “It is f all Christian duty.— A ter cm dcr Mac- sterling, 113 grains, equivalent to $4.87 trict, can change the time of holding its annual
months, in which period the United
meeting from the first Monday in September.
fast day to-day, as the cat said when it Loren,
of United States money. — Economist.
5. A school district organized under the law
States exported aliout 180,000,000 bush- could not get at the liver.” Ttie Enfor the establishment of graded and high
**Ii Hake* All Wron*.”
els of wheat aud 100,000,000bushels of glishman fancies that some people have
The materialized spirit of Star Eye, schools may change the time of holding its an“Please, father, is it all wrong to go an Indian maiden, laid her hands upon imal meeting from the first Monday in Septemas
many
lives
as
a
cat
—
that
a
cat,
in
corn.
fact, has nine lives ; yet he holds that pleasuring on the Lord's day? My
Mr. Hannah, in a San Francisco spirit- ber to tbs second Monday in July.
6. When a graded school district has once
“The Cinchona Forests of South care will kill a cat, and that May kittens teacher says it is.”
ual seance. Mr. Hannah did not take changed the time of holdingits annual meeting
“Well, child, perhaps it is not exactly the blessing reverently, but grabbed the from tlie 3rst Monday in September to the secAmerica " is the subject of an article in should be drowned. He is scarcely alone
in thinking that the more you stroke a right”
spirit hands, yanked with all his might, ond Monday in July, it cannot afterwardchange
the Popular Science Monthly by Mr.
“Then it is wrong, isn’t it, father?”
cat’s back the higher she raises her tail.
and not only pulled Star Eye (the medi- back to the first Monday' in September, but
Henry S. Wellcome, who recently visit- In oilier words, that flatteryfeeds van“O, I don’t quite know^ that; if it is um in disguise) out of the cabinet, but must continue to hold iU annual meetings on
the second Monday in Julv in each year.
Ecuador and traveled through the ity. He lets the cat out of the bag ; but 1 only once in a while.”
also an assistant who was endeavoring
forests where the bark is gathered. He so do others, and they all agree that it is
to hold her in.
You can’t make a borse drink. This
in the nature of a cat always to fall on
“Father,yon know how fond I am of
says that tiio supply is by no means inSightlessindividuals should Avoid shows how inferior is the hone to man.
its feet Only he talks of turning cat in sums?”
exhaustible,as some writers have repre- pan, and of raining cate and dogs, or
“Yes, John, I’m glad you are; I want liquor. It is very easy to get blind You can make a man drink, hut nau’t
always make him pay.
•n to do them well, and be quick and drunk.
sented, but that, on the contrary, if the sees folks dance like a oat on hot bricks.

ornaments.

nine require a dentist’s care.
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wheat cannot go up,

now promise to

F0LIII03.

lumber,

his attention to an exhibit somewhat
the following: "From

of Grand Rapids, Mich., Jacob Van Pntten,
of the bride.

father

the'

Advertisements.

like

Railway Age

it

miles are under construction, while 10,850
miles are projected on which no work has

fight against

commenced yet. The number

liquor laws, and winds up his coincident
the contributor, asking

Of

Clarendon Hotel,

of railway

course, of the 18,850 miles projected

formerly called the Rasch House, on the

Bridge A Canal Street,

Cor.

and under construction, less than half will

platform which contains such principles.

is

now managed by

be completed this year, but the figuresin-

none of our fun-

dicate that the total of uew track

eral,” but we shall not begrudge the Re-

this

MR.

EDWARD KILLEAN,

year will be eight or ten thousand miles,

formerlyproprietor of the Kirby House, at Grand
publicans all the comfort they can possiwith a fair prospect of as large a total for Haven.
bly extract from a liquor fight. Time will
The Clarendon will always be found clean, and
1881.” This is what creates the demand the table well supplied with the choicestviands,
learn them perhaps,bow many German
ami
served in the klndentmanner for lowest posfor ties and why the demand will remain
votes they will have to lose by their open
sible rates.
good at least another year.
advocation of assuming the right to say

what those Germans shall eat or drink,

Nkw Orleans has neither cellars nor
this: If a German sewers, because the city rests on a subvotes the Republicanticket, according to stratum of marsh. The gutters have

Come and

Grand Rapius,July

20,

1880.

m
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Library of Universal Knowledge, 20 vole., (10.
Mil man's Gibbon's Rome, 5 vole.. Iii.50.
Macaulay’s History of England,8 vole., $1.50.
Chambers* Cyclopediaof Eng. Literature,4 vols.,

any other just yet)

Those languid, tiresome sensations,enus-

the ballot-box to repeal

you

sing

it.

your

It is puritanism in the worst degree,
American

to restrict trade

because some

people misuse the article of trade.

The Germans, and we

many

believe,

Hollanders also, will sustain this view
with their ballots.

The editor of the Qrondwet
that

he

may

think

is doing a great work for the

Republican party by pandering with the

we

fanatic teetotalers,but

think he

is

losing them from eight to twenty votes
in this city.

Where

world has

in the civilized

fanati-

cism dared to enact such sumptuary laws
as has been attempted in different localities in this country ?

And now

for the hypocrisy of the pos-

Some

of these same Republicans

who

to feel

scarcely able to be on

feet; that constant drain that is

from your system all

a great

AMERICAN BOOK EXCHANGE,

John

its

former

taking

elasticity;

Cornells Keppcl and Jacob R. Schepers,
defendants.
J

In pursuanceand by virtue of a decree of said
Circuit Court for the county of Ottawa,in chancery. made in the above entitled cause, on the
twenty-filthday of May, A. D. 1830. Notice is
hereby given that on the Twenty-thii'd day

Tribune Building,

many

differentways. Republican or
to do with fighting

buncombe

make

to attempt to

HEROLD,

E.

Sheriff Sale.
V

OTICE

hereby given, that by virtue of a writ
out of the Circuit Court
for the County of Ottawa. State of Michigan, in
favor of George W. Joselyn, against the goods
and chattelsand real estate of Jacob P. I>c
Coudres and Findley E. Harnisb, in said county
to me directed and delivered.I did, on the twentythird (23) day of April, A. D. 1880, levy upon arid
take, all the right, title and interest of the said
Jacob P. De Coudres and Flndlev E. Harnisb, in
and to the following describedreal estate, situated in the towi ship of Holland. County of Ottawa. Michigan, and further described as the southwest quarter of the south-east quarter,and theweet
ten (10) acres of the south-east quarter of the southeast quarter of section four (4), township
five (5) north range sixteen west, containing fifty acres more or less, according to
government survey, all of which I shall expose for
sale at public auction or vendue, to the highest
bidder, at the front door of the Conrt House in
Grand Haven City, in said county, that being the
place of holding the Circuit Court for the said
county of Ottawa,on the, Twenty-sixth
is

of fieri f(uiai Issued

US.

Gray’s

A. Steketee

F. So

DRESS GOODS

FOR SALE.

The best form.

Grand Rapids. Mich.
Mich. 22-«m

for rheumatic pains, and a thoroughly reliable remedy, all affectionsof the throat

Wm. H. Dining. Holland,

Or

Dow and

shout

to

Garfield at the

for

Neal

same time— all

right; you are the judge.

you want

to

Democratic party

is

the whisky

parly,

because the Irish are so universallyknown

whisky drinkers, no fair-mindedDem-

ocrat will deny it. But don’t you forget
that a large element of the Republican
party, viz: the

Germans, are

Neuralgic and rheumatic sufferers

Republican party on record

who

have obtainedpermanent relief from Dr.

Thomas’ Ecleclric Oil ought to and
ably do think so.s

The

medicine relieves

inflammation, external and internal. Sold

Loss

as a prohibi-

the hypocrisy in politics!

live without p‘>etry, music

and

art,

We may

live

their support

THE FBIOES FOB GRAIN.

live

If you read the following
the

you can

supply and

get

But

demand for

civilized

"The Chicago correspondent of The New
York Commercial Bulletin writes:

the harvestingof oats.

The

weather

is

men

cannot live without

among

Bitters.”

“It is impossible to remain long sick
or out of health, where Hop Bitters are
used.”

sale

10

and retail druggists.
8-1

v

all kinds Machines.

do Hop Bitters cure so much?

For

GROCERY DEPARTMENT
Is Complete.
Canned Corn, Tomatoes, Salmon,

A

Sale.

20 ACRE farm near Fremont Center, all
cleared, some fruit trees— most of the re-

AY

Pickles, (in
hrl. or bottle),etc. Coffees very cheap and of the
best quality.
Wc have got a Tea which can't be beat by anybody, at 33 cents per pound, and one at 50 cents
per pound.

mainderunder cnltivation;good brick house, well,
etc. A brick vard is on the laud, with machinery
for making brick, kilns, etc. For sale dirt cheap.
Title clear. A Holland settlement is close by this

The best Oat Meal kept on hand.

Inquire at

Because they give good digestion, rich
blood, and healthy action of all the

P.

||Trn

&

A.

STEKETEE.

shkui srentm, 0r which I
ffnll I L U ai.ke BuckeyePile 01utm«nt,Wm.-iiUil
to
car. Pil.k AdJreu with itimp, Dr. J.N.Tabltr, SL Lout*,
iu

,a-no° st

place.

O

C*

V& EL

r^

$vn"
Iu

I

THIS OFFICE.
and postpaid—Thk

Bkvkui.yInriHi.'iT

CASH per week to all, ath< nioor tn.velit g.
Something new. Addr**,The Beverly Co., Chicwi.u
940 to $;»

“Remember, Hop Bitters never does
harm, but good, always and continu"Purify the blood, cleanse the
stomach and sweeten the breath with
“Quiet nerves and balmy sleep

in

Bitters.”

“No health with inactive liver and
urinary organs without Hop Bitters.”
TST BOP C0U3B CUBS AND PAIN BELIEP.

free-

For sale by Heber Walsh, Druggist.

.

toil,

can't cure Rheumatics without Eclec-

23-4

w

trie Oil.

Mortgage Sale.

Sold by D. R. Meengs, Holland,-Mich.

very favorablefor cutting and securing
the crops.

Hop

Hop

without work and have

dom from

“Farmers But

are In the very midst of spring wheat and

live

earth,—

may live

“cooks;”

We may

wheat:

CO..

Mechanics’Block, Detroit, Mieb
F?r Sold in Holland and elsewhere by all whole
No.

Hop Bitters.”

live without friends, we

without books,

some idea of

greatest nourishing tonic, apstrengthener and curative on

“Why

THE GRAY MEDICINE

ally.”

without condense and

without heart;

We may

petizer,

“No matter what your feelings or
ailment is Hop Bitters will do you good.

The OQo thing needful.

IVe may

“The

Pain In the Back. Dimness of Vision.Premature
Old Age, and many othet diseases that lend to Insanity or Consumption, and a PrematureGrave.
tS^Full particular?In our pamphlet, which we
desire to send free by mail to everyone. ffT’The
Specific MedicineIs sold by all druggists at $1 per
package, or six packagesfor $5. or will be sent free
by mall on receipt of the money by addressing,

the

organs.”

by D. R. Meengs, Holland, Mich.

of crepe and o’her ruchings,
Torchon. Briton and Russian Laces,
very nice ami cheap.
Embroideries,the largest assortment in the city
fine selection

Machine Needles for

stomach, blood, liver and kidneys are
healthy and Hop Bitters keeps them so.”

prob-

professed

tion party, you will find yourself without

is

exclaimed

Sancho Panza, “who invented sleep.”
Granted,Sancho, but is not he who re-

beer drinkers, and if you want to put the

But such

on the man,”

“Blessings

A

CORSETS. FROM Beta. UPWARDS.

“No one can be sick when

Sancho Panza.

stores peace to aching brows more blessed.

revive the old cry: the

at Bottom Prices.
GINGHAMS OF EVERY COLOR.

PROVERBS.

political

both the great political parlies.

Qrondwet wants

COTTONS

W.H. WASHER.

capital out of a questionwhich lives in

If the

New Yerk.

Atty.

against the tendency to any and every and lungs used externally and internally.
kind of fanaticism,and thereforewe deem Sold by D. R. Meengs, Holland,M^ich.

as

at

CALL AND SEE

sly,

Democrat has nothing

If

STOCK

nsnsw

Just received

The best form in which electricity is
A HOUSE and lot. foundry and finishingshop
but deny the ex- embodied is Dr. Thomas’ Ecleclric Oil, a /Y
and lot, steam engine, yard and all its appurtenances.
Inquire of
istence of the Diety, and live intemperate
sovereignand highly sanctioned specific

it

Munaoer. 13-14w

B. Alden.

BOOTS A SHOES
-

moral reform, will not

alone drink on the

may

Eighth Stheet, City of Holland.
driving the bloom from your cheeks; that August, A. D. 1880, at one o'clockin the aftercontinual strain upon your vital forces, noon. at the front door of the conrt house, in the
city of Grand Haven, I the subscriber, a Circuit
rendering you irritable and fretful, can Court commissioner in and for said county, will
A Complete a-sortmentof Children’s and Infants
easily be removsd by the use of that mar- sell at public auction, to the highestbidder, the
shoes for fall and winter, and a full line- of
lands and premises described in said decree, viz:
Ladies' and Gentleman'swear.
velous remedy Hop Bitters.Irregular! All of that certainpiece or parcel of land situate
in the city of Hollandin the county of Ottawa
day
ties and obstructions of your system are
and State of Michigan, and described as fo lows,
of August next at two o’clock in the afternoon.
to-wit:
all
of
that
part
of
lot
numbered
five
(5)
iu
relieved at once, while the special cause
Dated this 6tli day of July, A. D. 1880.
block numbered thirty-four(31) in said city, which
of periodicalpain are permanently re- is bounded on the south side, on the east side and
J008 VERVLANKE.
Rhtr\ffof Ottawa Co., Mich.
the north side by the south, east and north lines
moved. Wil you heed this? See “Truths.” on
E. HEROLD.
P. H. McBride, PUTt
22-7w
of said lot, and on the west side by a Hue running
Holland,Mich.. Sept. 1. 1680.
parallel with the cast line of said lot and eighteen
John Hays, Credit P. O., says: His '18) feet west therefrom, the same being the east
Specific Medicine.
eighteen feet of said lot numbered five t5)accoidshoulder was so lame for niue months that ing to the recorded map of said city on record as
TRADE MARK. The great Eng-TRADE
he could not raise his hand to his head; of the villageof Holland in the office of the Regllsh remedy, an
ister of Deeds for Ottawa county, Michigan.
unfailingcurefor
but by the use of Dr. Thomas’ Ecleclric
keeps constantly on hard
Dated, the Eighth day of July, A. D. 1880.
Seminal WeakAREND
V1SSCHKR.
ness, SpermatorOil the pain and lameness disappeared,
Circuit Court Commissioner iu and for Ottawa
rhea. Impotency,
and althoughthree months has elapsed, he county, Mich.
and all diseases
From the 10 cent Shirtingup to very nice Cashthat follow, as a
P. H. McBride, Complainant'sSolicitor.
has not had an attack of it since. Sold by
meres for 37c, 60c and 75c. variety of colors
sequenceof Helf-4
22-7 w.
D. R. Meengs, Holland, Mich.
•n
in « • Abuse; as
« — Bleached and Unbleached
Before Tskisg^'m^jOni-After Taking.

will shout themselves hoarse for temper-

ance and

cts.

Fractions of one dollar

e

ition.

in

by Express.

Remit by bank draft, money order, registered letter, or
be sent In postage stamps. Address

— OF--

CA.

hypocrisy,nonsense, and decidedly un-

Library of Modern Classics,50
American Patriotism, 50 cts.

A Large and Fine
for

|

to see

Acme

and Terms

I

we don’t expect

,

Chancery Sale.

Sanitarians, a local society for the preser- STATE OF MICHIGAN: The Clrcnlt Court
the County of Ottawa— In Chancery.
well as other working days. Look at the vation of health, have now brought a
law enacted at the last session of the steady How of water from the river Jan Panels. Johannes Dijkema, Jacobi
Van Puttcn, Marla Kanters, Maalke
Flagger an infant nnder the age of 21
Legislature.That was class legislation- through most of the streets.
years, by Uerrit Van Schelven her next
nothing else, and we feel safe in predictfriend, Elizabeth Oggel and Wilhelmtua [
Kruidenier, complainants.
Laiies, Delicate and Feeble.
ing that the Republican Legislature (for

will be forced by

„

Taine’s History of English Literature,75 cts.
Cecil'sBooks of NaturalHistory, $1.
PictorialHandy Lexicon, 3.* cts.
Knight's History of England,4 vols., $3.
Hayings, by author of HparrowgrassPapers, 50 cts.
Plutarch's Lives of IllustriousMen. 3 vols $1.50. Mr*. Homans’ Poetical Works, 75 cts.
Gelkie’s Life and Words of Christ, CO cts.
Kllto’s Cycloptcdla of Bible Literature,2 vols. $2.
Young’s Bible Concordance, 311, U00 references Roliin’sAncientHistory, $2.25.
(preparing),$2.50.
the Bible, iilus. $1.
Smith’sDictionary of t)
Acme Library of Biography,60 cts.
is Josephus.$t
Works of Flavins
$2.
Book of Fables, Jtiop, etc , Ulus., 50 cts.
Comic History of the U. b , Hopkins, illui.. 50 cts.
Milton’s Complete Poetical Works, 50 cts.
Health by Exercise, Dr. Geo. It. Taylor, 50 cts.
Shakespeare’s
Complete Works, 73 cts.
Health for Women, Dt. Geo. II. Taylor, 50 cts.
Works of Dante, translated by Cary, 50 cts.
LiltraryMagazine,10 cents a No. $1 a year.
Works of Virgil, translatedby Dryden, 40 cts.
Library Magazine, bound volumes, 60 cts,
The Koran of Mohammed, translated by Sale, 35c. Leaves from the Diary of an old lawyer, $1.
Adventuresof Don Quixote, iilus.,50 cts.
Each of the above bound In cloth. If by mall,
Arabian Nights, Bins.. 50 cts.
postage extra. Most of the books are also pubBunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress, Ulus. 50 cts.
lished in fine editions and fine bindings, at higher
prices.
Robinson Crusoe,Ulus., 50 cts.
Munchausen and Gulliver’?Travels, Bins. 50 cts.
DgseriptiveCatalogues
Stories and Ballads,by E. T. Alden, iilus., $1.
to Clubs sent free on request.

on holidays as

it

^

.

carried off the drainage, or failed to do so

then he votes against his beer— against accordingto the frequencyof rains. The
the liberty of purchasing

see us in our

New Home.

for it virtuallymeans

Qrondwet,

__

Standard Books.

enterprises embracing this mileage is 287.

temperance men how they can uphold a

down by the

of the

Publish only books of real
.
JI. Work upon the basis olprmntcoet of making books, about 6ne half what it was a few years ago
III. Sell to buvers direct,and save them 30 to 60 per cent commission commonly allowed to dealers.
IV. The coat of hooka when made 10.00C at a time is but a fraction of the cost when made 500 at a
time— adopt the lowi price and sell the large quantity.
printing,
V. Use good [>e, paper, etc., do careful
.....
. and strong, neat binding, but avoid all padding,” fat and heavily
lly leaded
______type, spongy paper
___and gaudy binding,
________
which are so commonly resorted
?pear largo aiid
and fine, anci
and which greatly add to their
to to make books appear
the! cost, but do not add to their value.
VI. To make $1 and a friend is better than to ipake $5 and an enemy.
I.

THE

is learned that besides the 1,700 miles of

the contributorthat the protest against

the doctrine laid

AMERICAN BOOK EXCHANGE.
value.
.
type, ‘ quantity. ,

Leading Principals

at the residence of the bride’s parents, In the

track already laid this year, some 8,000

editor of the paper mentioned,agrees with

is

go up

city

for

Literary Revolution.

.

do

its platform, to

In the first place “it

be, wheat will not

The

they VAN PUTI EN-VORST—On Wednesday, July 28,

as

ties, etc., with a dealer recently, we called

the enactment ot sumptuary laws, and the

agreement with

good

parrid.

if the

Jr., to Miss Jennie Vorst, by Rev. C. Vorst,

in general, but especiallyits protest against

(?)

as

Speaking about the demand

contributionwhich takes the democratic

sumptuary laws, means a

yet. And,

this fall.

Qrondwet of this week contains n

party, and especially

as

European harvests are but

1880.

7,

us that the price of

It is thus clear to

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

There is a considerabletalk

special

f^K FAULT having been made in the condition?
ol * mortgage executedby Thomas McDermott and Kate McDermott to Galen Eastman,

U

§o\m.

farmers that the oats will not begin

dated the seventh day of October,

1874,

and duly

CURES COLIC IN
CURES COLIC IN
CURES ASTHMA.
CUKES CATAKKH,

MAN OR BEAST.
MAN OR BEAST.

recorded in the office of the Register of Deeds for
Ottawa Conntj, Michigan, on the twentieth day of
October, 1874, in Liber Z of mortgages, on page
is said, by rust and the intense heat during
“ in
by which the power to sell
in said mortgage
Our firm being changed by taking in A. 540,
the first week in July. I have been this
has become operative;which mortgage was as
Meyer as partner, all debts to the old com- signed by said Galen Eastman to Grover 8.
week in and among many fields of oats in
pany must be settled, we therefore request Wormer, Henry G. Wormer and Clarkson C.
Wormer, by deed of assignment,dated November
Illinois; seen them cut and harvested; and
all those that owe us to come in and selttle
ninth, 1874, and duly recorded in tne Register's
I find that the above conjectureis likely
80
from date.
office aforesaid on tne Eighteenthday of November, 1874, on which mortgage there ia claimedto
to prove true. So far as spring wheat is
CO.
TT
E
he due at the date hereof the sum of three hunconcerned, we shall have to wait a few
dred and five dollars,and no snit or proceeding
Holland, Mich., July 12, 1880.
having been Instituted at law to recover the debt
days before
can determine definite
now remaining secured by said mortgage,or any
part thereof;Notice is therefore hereby given,
results.”
I
that by virtue of said power of sale, and pursuant
3DIhe New York Tribune says : “The injury
to statute In such case made and provided, said
mortgagewill be foreclosed by a sale at public vento Russian grain crops is unquestionably
due of the mortgaged premises therein described,
Go to D. R. MEENGS for Mr* Preeman’i New National Dyes. For brightness and durability of
account of change in our firm we to-wit: All that parcel of land situate in the city
of serious magnitude, though the pubcolor they are nnequulvd. Color 2 to 5 lbs., price 16 cente.
will offer all our organs, yet on hand, of Grand Haven described as follows, to-wit: belished accounts as to the extent of the within 30 days at Whofaale Prieet be quick, ginning at the quarter post on the north line of
section twenty-nine In town eight N. of range sixinjury are rendered statistically useless by don’t loose this bargain.
teen W., thence west, along the said section line
of sec. 29, sixteen rods; thence south ten rods;
the blundering use of “quarters” in several
CO.
thence east, parallel with said section line, sixteen
cases when “bushels” is probably meant.
Holland, July 12, 1880.
rode, and thence north ton rods to place of beginning, containing one aero of land, reserving, howIn Germany, and especially in portions of
ever, f «r street purposestwo rods in width off the
Thib is the best chance Yet!— 41 feel east cud and also two rods off the whole length of
Russia, the Injury to the crops appears to
front by 182 feet deep, very close to the the noith side of said premises, at the front door
be imporUnt, but Austro-Hungaryhas
of the Court House of said Ottawa County,in the
railroad depot, caa be city of Grand Haven, on the Ninth day of
promise of a large yield. In France late
bought for a small amount, cash down. Angoit next, at two o'clock in the afternoon, to
advices have promised nearly an average
pay the anm dne on said mortgage with interest
Cheaper than dirt. Inquire at
yield, but dispatches received on Saturday
and costs.
This Office.
Dated, May Fourteenth, 1880.
mention a severe and extensive storm by
GROVER 8.
which, it is said, much damage was done.
HENRY G.
An Immense stock Of dry goods to nick

to weigh as heavy os last year— caused,

NOTICE.

it

WITHIN
DAYS
MEYER, BROUWER &

TIRES
CTJRES
a

CURES ASTHMA.
CUKES CATAKKH.
LAMENESS, O R » LAMENESS.
NEURALGIA, O TTH ES NEURALGIA.

CURES PILES, CURES PILES.

we

ORGANS! ORGANS

SOLID BY"

B-

LXEUNQS.

On

MEYER,

1880. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1880.

BROUWER &

a
§

Grand Haven

ns’

mm

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,

Flowers, Laces, Embroidery, Kuching,

from, a large assortmentof summer dre^s
goods, hosiery, and notions, can always
better than it was last year, is not yet very
be found at l(. G. Akely & Co., at Grand
clear and bright. On the whole, while it
17— if.
is not by any means certain that the

The prospect in Great

Britain, though

Haven.

foreign

demand will

nearly equal the large

surplus which this country will
export, the prospect
than

it

was

_

a

is

WORMER,
WORMER.
CLARKSON C. WORMER.

have

for

considerablybetter

month ago.”

____

A large

stock of Ready

Made Clothing

COLLARS AND CUFFS,

Fans, Parasols, Circulars,Ulsters,and Beady Made Suita, Gloves, Mils and
Warranted Pearl Kid Gloves.

Auioiuee of kortgaqe.

R.

W. Duncan,

Attorney.

14-18

A

FOR SALE.

f&

AT greatly reduced prices, 45 feet front on
can always be found at BRUSSE’S xY
Eighth street, between Cedar and Market.
CLOTHING HOUSE, opposite the Grist 1800 will buy it. For farther informationapply to m
Mill,

on Main

street, Zeeland,

_

Mich. 12-tf

___

M •L.

1880. .

18,

_ __
:

of Crape, and all kinds of Silk, Black and Colored Brocade and

S.

for

Trimmings.

VAN DEN -HOLLAND
BERGE,
MICH,

v,DOKSBUKG.
.
EXGHiTH STREET
H .

Holland, March

full line

Pekin in Velvet and Silk

,

_

_

______

___

_

__

_

J\>

Mr. Henry Ferry is

lotting*.
Rlackbehkiksare plenty and

Wheat

in

Why

town visiting his

Greece

cheap.

threshing and onts harvesting

is

is

- unfortunate in European dip-

In

higher

is flour proportionately

than wheat in this city

parents.

G. S. Deane & Son,

?

its efforts to establish

lomatic matters. She is always the fat in

frontier,England has got

the fire.

eye.

a

a

scientific

it

scientific black

Mr. H.
is It

Must

with the Colony Fair!

of

everything stand out

the

way

of

Chicaoo capitalists are

P. Scott, of Colorado Springs,

Col., will please except our thunks for late

building

western papers.

Dead

a

Two
was

it

nights during the week just closed

looked for

so cold that people

frost

the use of the sidewalks as places for the
display of goods.

on the low lands.

through the

enough

Warehouse, corner of Canal and Bridge
Streets,Foundry and Works,

would

DressGoods.TrimmingSilks

Grand Rapids, Michigan.

and

paper.

use

It

same

as a

Messrs. Boone & Co., of Groningen,
have bought a little steam-tug,which the

cago on the 17th inst. together.

Cor.

-

-

up-

List of letters remaining in the postoffice at Holland,

_

Republicans have

made immense
week. Both

gains in the elections of last

the Clericalsand the Monarchists are
beaten out of sight. Liberty must win

Mich., Aug. 5th, 1880:

our front fences and give the pedestrians

GOODS

&

A

Co.

gardens,parks,

Baking Powders
And WholesaleDealers

last the

One

FIRST CHOICE
O.

of the eye-witnessesinformed us

/threshed 91 bushels of wheat In one hour,
last week, with ids steam thresher. Mr.

Lucas

is

one of the most enterprising and

intelligentfarmers, and we cannot smother

the wish that we would like

district held tb^ir

convention. Considera-

safe and sound on Monday last from

ble opposition to

Hubbell’s renomination

tc

Sou.

WARD

FIRST

Derrick’s Baking Powder Is the most popular
articleused at present. If you have not tried It,
then go and ask your grocer for
50-flm.

It.

DRUG STORE,
Three doors East of Kruisenga’s Store.

Telegraph for

this district

has been estab-

lished here, in place of Jackson, Mich.,
Mr. F. 0. Nye is appointed superin-

Nyel

tendent. Good for

Evidently his

watchword is: “Ever Onward”! And we
shall not be very

much astonishedto

see

there was some talk of giving Mr. Feuno,

the proprietor, a dose of tar and leathers. remains

The Union

City Times asked Mr.

concerningthis, and

lie

Htiiciw PirfiMis, Toilfitillicit, Cigir:,

at Port

Writing Material,

Sarnia

And the

who

Watchmakers |

and who declared
their intentions of becoming permanent
The California vineyardsare creeping residents of the United States, numbered

up the

ot

hill-sides, a large proportion

the vines planted this year in

all

30, 1880,

is

Watches, Clocks,

Silver Ware,

trueol other counties where special atten-

grape. One

of

the grape and raisin crops of 1880 will ex-

on Wednesdayevening last, a vote was

cent. He

places the wine product at

000,000 gallons, w ith a probability of

tween 80 and

And almost everything else belonging In a well
blocked drug store.

Compound Syrup of Rhubarb.

90.

night.

Prescriptionscarefully compoundat
day or

when Jerome was nominated, receiving
318 votes to 238 for Rich. The convention

All

R.

Fens* J.

Line

By adding more seals
Irom 850

of our fruit-treeagents traveling ing arrangement.

the capacity can be increased to

Casco, in the County of Allegan,noticed

to 900

a great deal of yellows
with very

ill

the orchards, enter

in

lie disposition to do

about it. This

is

pupils. The children
with delight,and

it

anything men and women,

will no

doubt

when grown

will have to

to

acknowledge

too bad! Come, Waters, that the present citizensof Holland have

Don, Reid, Bailey and Ryan, wake them

exerted themselvesin their behalf.

up about that. Peaches are worth

would almost regret that his boyhood was

in

ing for— especially

fight-

Allegan County. not cast

own

they let the yellows have their

way, there will not be a

solitary

peach

in

into

a period when so much

houses and tuition.It mars the pleasure,

and loves business,

for its importance in life, etc., we can
safely point
this dull

him

to

one “green spot”

summer, and that

is

in

money, and

who

it

<fc

is

will be able to devise

some way by

which the odium can be removed.

the tannery

Co.

now

understood. While taking

a stroll to see

the improvements lately made,
very kindly

shown around by

we

and by

Messrs. Doyle and Schmid, superintendents of other departments.The vast
amount of new vats to make liquor and to

The

ITEMS.

Emma

'
__
Mr. Hy. Potts has moved the Ottawa
Courier down Hy says
paper
his

X

Blood had a cargo of lumber for roughs got in and

when a

lot of

make

tried to

Steam Fittings,

Packing,
etc.,

I.

B.

drive wells and pipe always 00 hand.

Simpson's

Wringer Rolls Repaired.

Is a

clue is being

used with

_

Holland, Mich., May

1880. ,15

20,

8m

Again in Business.
The nnden'lguedhas again opened a

store of

general merchandise, on the corner of

and

how many

for

Coburn, Jones &

Co.

She

when

jphceistix:

it looked like certain

death, finally after about an hour caught

we

think over th« a lino from the Simpson, and then it was
boys
recall the lime when Mr. I.
short work to get the yawl alongside,when

Cappon commenced tanning on a small the crew, consistingof the captain, two
became associated with Mr. mates, six men, and cook, all got in the

8. Steamer Michigan, Capt.

Haywood, arrived here on Buoday afterboon last, on recruiting service. Several
it

are said to

is to be

will

Planing Mill
new shop we have purchased
entirely new

that a

good many more

embrace the opportunity

to serve their

Coutrj Ptoiitt,Sitter ui Eggt, Etc,, Etc.,

Holland, April 17,

And we are confident we can
want

satisfy all

J. Dnnrsema.
1800.
10-

MEAT MARKET
—

OR

Re-Sawing Done.
A

Exchange.

who

Planing, Matching,
WE HAVE

in

Call and See for Yourself.

Machinery of the most ApprovedPatterns,

have enlisted already, and

hoped

Provisions, Etc.,

Taken
In rebuilding our

to prevent a conflagration in the city.

The U.

tains high,

eenos.

lies

railroad freight bills alone would whose name was not learned, manned a than
scare an ordinary mortal. In short, this
yawl, and when the sea was rollingmoun-

scale; then

Great European Remedr-Dr.

will

The

past, and

Pumps, Albastine,

We

simple and ingeniousdevise, well about two hundred feet from the pier, and the fires were traced directly to sparks
worthy the eye of a mechanic. The vast will be badly damaged. All praise is doe from tugs and mills. The Harbor ordinamount of bark which is being piled up to the gallant men who volunteeredto res- ance provides that all steam crafts shall
mountain high on its capacious yard gives cue the crew of the Simpson. The mate carry spark-catchers, but our city authoryou an idea of the many thousands of of the schooner David Macy, George ities seem to care more to see to the endollars it takes to run this institution. Criltendon, Luke Stone, and another, forcement of the dog muzzling ordinance

tify. Unconsciously

Tile, Fence Wire,

Co.

a

tes-

Drain

a disturb- wonderfulsuccess.
Eighth
Hirer Streets,
Pampheltssent free to all. Write for them and
Wilson, Martin &
She is about eight ance, but were promptly squelched.
where he hopes to see all his old cuslomer*. and
get full particulars.
Price, Specific, $1 per package, or tlx packages as many new ones as may deem it to their advsLhundred feet from the west pier, and will
tage to deal with him.
have had three amall fires so far this for $5. Addressall orders to
probably go to pieces. The Simpson is a
J. B. SIMPbUN MEDICINE CO.,
The stock of goods offered for sale consists of
week, and who knows
more
Nos. 104 and 100 Main St., Buflalo.N.Y.
line three-master,and carries 200,000 feet
Hold In Holland bv D. K. M
01-1 y.

lumber

gladly

Brushes, Sash, Doors, Blinds,

WOODEN AND IRON PUMP TOPS

1

Specific Medicine.
It

IROtf,

01a«8. Paints, Oils*

for
e

36-ly

KLEYN

HARDWARE, BAR

NERVOUS SUFFERERS.

’n
to program, although there were not half Consotnpt
Insanity and
as many strangershere as had been ex an early
crave. The
pectcd. Everything passed off pleasant Hpe<^flcMedl

have before the week expires,
cure hides is a sight to see. The new of lumber, She had on 500,000 sliiugles
which
were
put out, however, without
fleshing machine, which is estimated to for J. 8. Hopper & Son and 189, 0d0 feet of
cailiog
out
the
Fire Department.Two of
be able to do the work of five or six men,

a father of a family will

TO

-

positivecure for Spermatorrhoea, Seminal
eakness, Impoteiicy, and all diseases resulting
him to make it a success, both politically roup Self-Abuse, as Mental Anxiety, Loss ol Mem«ry*Pains In
and financially.taii
HEPOHE.
AFTER.
Hack or Side
and diseases
The German picnic was held according that lead to

we

is the main-stay of the City of Holland, as

-

>'‘rd-

and Lucina Simpson, of Manistee, in trywere ing to make the harbor went on the beach. until towards evening,

Mr. J. Nij-

land, foreman of the beam house,

GRAND HAVEN

by

This mammoth
A dispatch dated Michigan City, Aug.
the largest of its 2, says: “During the severe storm Monday
kind in the Stale, must be seen to be fully the schoonersHelen Blood, of Muskegon,

Cappon, Bertsch

institution,which

1

the deficiencyof will he the only straight Dem(*cratic
will be a public benefactor paper in the couuty, and his friends wish

financial sufferers
likes

is

being done for the improvement of school-

however, to think how many have become

the County in three years.

For one who

One

superintendentpublic institutions, G. 'T'lIE followingdescribedLots In the City of
Holland. I will sell at the following prices.
Gower; attorney general, G. D. Van Riper. Lot 9. Block F, Lot 6. Block G, West Addition $171
each : Lot 18. Block 8. Lot «, Block 11, South West
Addition $175 each. Lots 1, 2, 3. 4, 6 4 0 In Block
25, ns organized plat near the M.L. 8. depot at
$225 each, except Lots 1 & 2 which are $300 each
Also 0 lots West of First avenue at $125 each. The
The propeller
Thompson Ins above will be sold for a small payment down. Also
the following Lots \ 10. 11, 12. 18, and 14. In Block
arrived here, and her machinery is being E. Lots 2, 4, 5 and i in Block II. The above will
taken out of her to be placed into the new be sold on long credit and small payments down.
Apply to,
M.D. HOWARD.
propeller building at Robertson’sship-

all hours,

Dealer in

FOE SALE.

Some

DR.

Jl-NT)

Kinds of Spectacles.
rather than less. The phylloxerais only
then adjourned till 9 in the evening.
and the result was that Rev. J. Kremer, working on small areas.
The following is the balance of the Full
ot Child
ot South Holland, HI., was elected by a
Trouble
or no tiouble, the schoblhouse ticket: Lieutenant governor, Moreau 8.
nearly unanimous vote on the first formal
is completed and has been accepted. The Crosby, Grand Rapids; secretary of state, RepairingNeatly and Promptly Executed.
ballot. If the First and Third Reformed
building is first-class throughout, and is a Wm. Jenny; treasurer, Benj. D. PritchII01J.AND, March 24,1880.
6-ly.
Churches should be successfulin getting
beautiful structure.The rooms are ready ard; auditor general, W. J. Latimer;comwhat they called for, their pulpits will
and fitted up for occupation. The venti- missioner of land office, Jas. M. Nesmith;
v''ttgui&be filled by very able men.
lation is simply perfect, likewise the heal- board of education, Edgar Rexford;
through the townships of Gauges and

are the manufacturersof

SCUOUTEN’8
AMI-BILIOUS AND EIFECI0BAN7 FILLS

Balloting continuedtill the tenth ballot,

to, from the trio created two weeks ago,

Liquors,

Medicinaluse only,)

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

12,.

more

assortmentof

The above firm

The Republican Stale Conventionmet
at Jackson on Thursday last. On the
first ballot for governor Stockbridge,
Palmer, Jerome, Rich and Beal each had
between 100 and 110 votes; Gorham be-

Snuff,

FAINTS AND OILS,

DEALERS IN

77,059."

probably

(for

Jewelers,

Napa coun-

ty being on the hills, and this

finest

Wines &

crossed

point alone during the year

ended June

the tar.”

ceed those of any other year by 50 per

call

at that

finest

insignificant in comparison:

best citizens. Emigrants

but they are too blamed stingy to buy over

Jkx an adjourned meeting of the mem-

a

ana

says business depression in Canada would

steal the feath-

bers of the Third Reformed Church, held

pastor to extend

This new store will keep a bill supply of the best

be that Hie people will break into seem to result in an exodus of some of her

the best judges in the state estimatesthat

j taken to choose a

so

Feuno “The United States consul

made answer: "It

tion is given to the wine

him climb higher and higher.

The following item will give you an
why Canadians are so envious of
American prosperity, and why Canada

of the place such an overhauling that idea

ers,

the Western Union

FILOPItiaJTOK,.

acclamation.

somebody’s hen-roost and

The headquartersof

Joslin&Breyman, Dr.E.A.Schouten,

the Corry, (Pa.) Press recently

suspended publication, it gave the citizens

more may

to see

like him.

.many

Van Pntten

Holland, April 24th, 1800.

GRAND RAPIDS MICH.

Mrs. P. Schravesuude and son arrived

When

it.

/jthut Mr. H. Lucas, pt Graafschap,Mich.,

is

THE

tried

Call at Healds’ simp to see

of

of the choicest

CALL SOOH AND GET

SPICES,

In

WOODEN WARE, etc.

their trip to the Netherlands. Mrs. H. was manifested, but alter three informal
on two different occasions, and
found to be very good and labor saving. Wijkhuizeu is on her return trip also, and ballots, in eacli of which Mr. Hubbell had
Mr. and Mrs. J. Panels will start forborne a clear majority, the kickers succumbed,
The gang-plow is simple in construction,
in the next steamer.
and Mr. Hubbell was renominated by
and its advantages are apparent to all.

If

full Hue

GREAT VARIETY OF HATS.

A

republicans of the Ninth congressional

R.

A

G-IR-OCIEIR/IES

22 South Division St.

At Cadillac, Mich., on Tuesday

LARGE.

AND

contractors.

etc.

IS

fine line of Notions.
.

S:0:A:P:S

the benefit of a view on our landscape

K. Heald has invented, made
home
and patented a new gang plow, which has

/''

OUR STOCK OF GENERAL DRY

Manufacturersof

dogs are effectually scared out. places— there is $8,500 dollars short to pay
for the cows, then we can lake away
off— accordingto the word of one of the

Now

Britlsti Hose, Etc,

A full line of Cashmeres and
Table Linens

The

always!

I

Hosiery,

ISIKHIIIBSIHSIH ALL COLORS,

DEANK A BON.

Tolford, Goodrich

J. H. Rarely, Dr. Maynard, John Kuikos,
Tueue must be a screw lose in the PostT h e Grand Haven News-Journalhas
Joseph Tumbler.
office Department, somewhere. Two
turned a little more Greenback lately then
Wm. Verbeek, P. M.
papers in successionwere lost between
it seemed to be a few weeks ago. Peithis office and the residence of Rev. C.
The most popular thing on the public
haps the chance of coming out straight
Vorst, in Grand Rapids.
tongue is the school house. And no
Democratic is now past.
wonder. It smarts and hurts in some
The latest news from France is glorious
!

Genuine

22,1000. 24-Jm

Gbaud Rapids, July

tor

renominated Roswell G. Horr, by accla- recently seven thousand acres were taken
mation.
__ _ ___
--- —

and

Gents,

Canal & Bridge Sirs.
G. 8.

The United States laud office in the used by them to tow their logs up and
the Eighth districtof Michigan upper peninsula is driven constantly with
their lumber down the river.
was held at Bay City on Tuesday last, and applications for homesteads,and one week

been

Ladies'*

keeps dirt from the axle, anu can be oiled
buggy wheel.

boys have christened “mud-turtle,”to be

The RepublicanCongressionalConven-

Mr.

EMBROIDERIES.

of

a full line

city.

like

Grand Haven, and its owner is now freemasons, ought to attend the grand
going to publish a straight Democratic masonic demonstrationto be held at Chi-

The

strong

large line of—*—

1

Mill Street,

to

tion

OVERALLS

to stand the hardest test.

— — A

How long, oh Cows, how long?— will
G. 8. Deano A Co'b Steel Plow, la one of the
to ask our Hollanders: you continue to gnaw off our choicest
Excursions to the mouth of Black Lake
bust and raont popular plowa In (be market. Thia
Where in the “old country” could cows shrubbery over the fence and through the occur with undiminished frequency from plow baa two nnds of potntcra, also Steel
Coulter*.
run at large through villages and cities? fence?
all quarters of the State, to enjoy the cool
Deane's new patent Guage wheel for plows and
breezes of Lake Michigan and a ramble cultivators is a novelty. One of this kind of
The Spring Like Courier has been moved
wheels will last lonxer than six of any kind now In
Gakkield and Hancock both being over the hills.
We

of—

PUHENA SONS.

VAN

AND MACHINERY.

In many towns throughout this State
the farmers vote to keep cattle off from
the highways. Here they can run at large

the itore

The best kinds of

t

Marquette.

river, at

G.

IMPLEMENTS

figuring on

large saw-mill at the mouth of

politics*

Jackson merchants have been forbidden

G(BIOULTU(BAL

A

engaging the attention of our farmers.

How

JUST RECEIVED

Mtnuftctarera of and Dealers In

STEAM

IN TUB

—

FIRST WARD.

country. Capt Murphy, the pilot, inboth look upon yawl and were soon drawn to and got
formed us that he bad assisted to fit her
this tremendous manufactory,as a monusafely on the pier, when a grand shout of out, when she was first accepted In the U.
The undersignedannounces to the Public mat
AMD THK
ment of their indefatigable industry and joy went up from thousands of anxious
they have flnlshedthetr new Meat-Market, and are
8. service,in 1845, and that be bad served
now ready to supply their cnatomer*with all kinua
skill. Long may they prosper! and oh, spectators. Capt. LopU Guthrie, of the
in her for 17 years. The “Michigan,” DRYING OF LUMP HR WK SHALL of Meats and Sauaages. By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
what a town we would have if we had four Simpton, was severely hurt by being
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
the only U. S. war vessel on the lakes, is
ill those who wish to favor them with part of their'
or five more such large enterprises.
trade.
struck acrost the breast by a large hawser an iron sidewh&l steamer ot 450 tons regThe '’and la one door weat of G J. Havc.-katr A
DOORS,
SASH
AND
BLINDS,
when it parted. The schooner Simpson ister, 8 guns, 8-masts, and carries a crew
Son’s Hardware Store.
No 1 Graham, Rye and White bread will
W. BCTKAU.
earned away1 about one hundred feet of of 115 officers and men. Her head- Or anything In oar line manufsetured on short
be sold from this date for 5c a~loaf at
J, VAN Z9ERIN'.
notice.
JNO. PE8SINK.
the walk leading to the beacon-light.M
quarters are at Erie, Pa.
I'olland, July 14, 1870.
WERKMAN A VAN ARK.
John Bertsch,

who can

IDH/IT

80lly

IK I

LUST

4 SIOITIKH snOftER.

he found the telegram calling him home,
and, as the time was short, he threw
this into his writing-deskand had never
once remembered it until this after-

DT HATTIK K. CRKHHT.
Vfhat c«n bo more reviving,

noon.
And

How

the eceut

of uew-mown h«y ?

“I think it must have fallen from a
Window, '‘or else been dropped, in carrying out other goods ; for, see, a part of

the J»horethi npirita brighten,

And he wheta hh» ecythe anew,
TniHug *rith rtabvated rig.ir,
When the blcaacd shower is through.

spray has been broken,” said Owen.
Ethel, "no longer able to restrain her
curiosity,took the book into her hands
this

Forth gort the whiaHing boV
To tern the dripping nwath ;
fear of ffffthor jhowere^Tlie wind la frohnhonorth.

.

aud unclasped it.

No

M.

.

“ It’s a girl’s diary, as sure as I live

her hand,
and pointing the front finger at the
others— a fashion she had when deeply

The water stands in poola
Along the muddy street,
ThivAelKxdboy wades it through,
Wjtjiihare and t^wny feet

The trout are

!’’

she exclaimed,throwing up

T

seen
In the limpid meadow brook,
Arid tfie'cunihghfel^sTxflt
Decoys them to Ills ho*. »'«

interested or excited — all the while running her eyes rapidly over the page.
“Read it alouu, Eth,” spoke Jean,

clearly

l

raising herself from her lazy position in
the hammock. It took a great deal to
excite her, for she was of that sluggish,
luxurious temperament that little heeded

»

The flowera look up and apiiie.
And the flolda of waving grain
Look titterfor the harreat
,

•

After the glorious rain.. ,

mcre.passingexcitements..
• “'Just listen,”* and

The birds trill little snatches
From their aongs of early June ;
The here swarm.rouudthe clover,

a

•>

Edith reads from

the book : •
.
England, Thubsday,Oct 6. 18— .—As this
is niy last year at school, I shall keep a diary
of nnr Important erentu that may happen to
me. I don’t know »hat to* say; as nothing has
happened*ainoa tap hut visit to London. I
don't believe I shall like this new business very
much. But, as Cousin Bob says, “The practiced man maketb the perfect man.” I wish I
were a num.; aorfl don't eitbeg, ,for, men are
generally mean, and fe]fiHh,*pd/iUQl I only
know two men I really like — one is Cousin Bob,
and the other Prof. Huntington.I despise the
,

Buxzing a drowsy tune.

Bdt

Urn cricket^, those foreteilera
Of tho- bumnier’s coming doom.
Set up their dolefulmnaic
In a corner of the room.

One listens Jnatla fhonWtt, ) ^ P
And feels a twinge of pain,
Then dispels his aaddened feelings,
Thinking of the rammer rain.
ttsfikld,Maas.

change us. To-day I was 20. Twenty ! 1 can- his eyes, for tho strain of steady reading
not realize it. Jnst one year ago to-night made them painful.
;
brother Mark and I rowed up the lake to see
“ Elegant !” Jean remarked, less lanthe old town by moonlight. How distinctly I
remember the lonesome screech of the owl. and guidly thiin was her usual wont 4 4 That’s
how cold and spectral he looked, outlined os good as a novel, Eth. Let’s have it Purifies the Blood, Renovates and
against the sky. As we dipped our oars silent- published.”
ly along under a willow,
Invigoratesthe Whole System.
“ iw, a nightingale, startled
44 Jean Adams, how could you ! ” reby our gliding boat, sang ont a long, mid, wailv
4
ing song, as if his heart were breaking. I re- proachfullyanswered Ethel.
ITS MEDICINALPROPERTIES AR1
member Mark sat so quietly as we
wo ci
came
44 Husband, I think you’d best adveralong, aud I noticed as the moonlight fell across tise this book, had you not ? ”
Alterative,
Solvent
his face there was on it an unspeakable look of
44 ^es, yes,” answered Horatio Adams,
Diuretic.
pain aud sadness. As be lifted mo from the
boat, he bout so tenderly aud kissed my hand, rising and pacing back and forth with
•
saying : “ Your birthday kiss, Ixmio ; recall this his hands behind him, 44 Yes, I’ll attend
boat-ride, and the owl, the towe and the night- to that to-morrow. Too valuable an
VtGKnNi a nude eidudvdyfrom tfe* Jalcet «f careingale when this day returns again. I shall be
estate to be lost to its owner. If the fullyselected barks, roots and harbe, and bo ctromlyconfar away, but I shall remember you.” Oh,
my darling brother ! come back to your lone- girl is dead, as may be possible,then I centrated that It will eflactuaUy eradicate from tha (yttem
some sister. Little did you dream that as far think the Sutleys fall joint heirs. Yes, •very taint of t*erofola» Serofulou*Humor,
as earth is from heaven would you be separated yes,” half soliloquizingly.
“What’s the Turnon, Concor, ConeerouaHumor, Erysipelas, Salt Hheura, ByphtllUoDilemma,
from me to-night.
last date? Oct. 6? Why, let me see,
Canker, Faintnessat tho Stomach, rad eO
Here Owen coughed and curled liin that’s something over three months.”
diseases that arise from Impure blood. Sciatic*,
mustache ; Jean had turned her face
“Owen, we must see to this matter to- Inflammatory and Chronic Rheumatism,
away; impulsive Ethel was sobbing, morrow.”
Neuralgia, Clout and Spinal Complaints, cm
only be effectuallycured through the blood.
with her hands and face buried in her
Owen gives another prolonged whistle,
For Clears and EruptlT# Diseases •( the
mother’s lap ; Mrs. Adams sighed sym- and asks Jean for the picture set in garSkin, Pustules, Pimples, Blotehes, Bolls,
pathetically, and toyed caressingly with nets. Supper is announced. Louise
Tetter,Scmldhead and Ringworm, Vkoktus
Ethel’s brown curls; Horatio Adams Kent is discussed. The lxx)k is adver- baa never failed to e fleet a permanentcure.
leaned bock in his chair, rubbing the tised, and all wait patiently, or impaFor Pains !m the Book, Kidney Comeyes of liis glasses most vigorously. tiently,as the case may be, for some re- plaints,Dropsy, Female Weakness, I#sneorrhoea, arUIng from Internal faker* on, and
After a moment of silence, in which no
sponse.
uterine diieaset and General Debility,Vmhirs
one spoke because the feeling was

Vegetine

Tonic,

and

t!

mutual, Owen read on
The noble boy ! Why was

And so, dear reader, must
Chicago Ledger.
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acta directly upon the canaea of these

complaints.It Inwhole syitein,seta upon the
•ecretlveorgana, allay* Inflammation, cures ulcerationand
vigorate* and strengthen* the

regulate* the bowels.

Uses of Cork.

—

4

For Catarrh,Dyapepslo,Habitual Coo-

The lightness of cork makes it superior tlveneaa,Palpitation of tho Heart, Headache, Piles, Nervousness, and Gensrml
to all other substancesfor life preservers, Prostrationof the Nervous System, ae
for insuring the buoyancy of life-boats.
medicine has ever given such perfect satisfactionaa tha
It is also employed as buoys to float
VaoiTisa It purities (he blood, deanaes all sf tha
organs, and poe»eswaa controllingpower over the nervooa
nets, and in making waterproof shoes. It
aystem.
has also been converted into and used as
The remarkable cures effectedby Vmitisi have
gun wadding.
Induced many physicians and apothecaries whom wt
Cork, as is well known, is a non-con- know to prescribe and u*« it In theirown families.
ductor of heat, and is porous. These
In tact.Vac an si is the best remedy yet discovered for
peculiaritieshave been taken advantage the above disease*,and 1* the only reliable BliOOD
of in the manufactureof water-coolers, P 11 It 1 FI Bit yet placed before the public.
which are much used in Spain. They
Yogeiine Is Sold bj all Druggists*
are made of slabs of the wood, bent
round circular heads of the same, and
bound with hoops. The porosity of the
cork allows the water to percolate slowly
to the surface, and there to cool in evaporating, while its non-conducting nature
preventsthe heat of tho sun warming the

malt

,

UNFERMENTED

water within.

About thirty years ago an ingenious
Frenchman introduced mattresses and
cushionsin which cork, reduced to dust
or shields, was a substitute for feathers,
hair or wool. It might be used alone or
combined with the above-mentioned materials. It was claimed that these would
make easy beds, smooth, light, aud elastic, and especially well adapted for use
at sea, where, in eases of emergency,
they might be available as life-preservers.
But it is evident that cork mattresses did
not Ixicome popular. A variety of walking sticks are manufactured from young
cork trees in Africa, and Spa
Spanish black,
a superior pigment, is made of calcined

The sad, mournful eyes seemed to plead *^
, , , t‘>-day but dear Prof. Huntington? I came
“ Marvelous coincidence, ejaculated near making myself foolish,but it was ho like
for the absent owner of that room aud to
meeting somethinginlimtely dear to one. He
beg for the old silence and oblivion. : the family sire.
44 Jcannie,I forgot to show you what (
“I fear it is some omen of evil, is so silent,so sober, so gentle, so gallant. His
face seems to tell me of some history. I wonder
I found, yesterday night, in this room, responded the slightly superstitious
what it is. I wonder if ho has carried some
in the bottom of that bronze vase. 1 wife, who had learned from her Scottish secret in his heart until it has turned to stone,
happened ‘to tin the yase Over, and this grandams the fostered stories of witch like mine? He is the same lone man.
Wednesday,July 8.— Last night mother slept
fell out. Edwin Dale was hi*re at the aud fairy.
but little. I feel she is slowly slipping from
time. See, it is set in garnets ; isn’t it
‘.‘I remember now,” continued Home. She has boon telling me to-day of the
lovely face ? I can’t make out the on- 1 ratio Adams, “hearing once that there
dllVH of her ^Bood when her proud old
graving, only the last name, ‘Kent,’ [was some mystery in the family. Sir father, Lord Autlv
Gregory was killed almost instantly
and two letters, s-e.
“Autlv, did you say, my son?” asked
“A proud face, truly, and not one of while on some wild expedition.He Horatio Adams, starting from his seat
a pennant's daughter,”twvd Mrs. Adams, kept blooded horses and raced a great like one half wild. All the group involcork.
who was assisting tho gills in deciding deal, I think.”
untarily started to their feet.
Bead
on,
Ethel,”
spoke
up
the
inwhich rooms should bo furnishedfor the
“Lord Autly,” repeated Owen.
te rested Jean ; “ see if she’s the girl.”

a

we.

it all nis bright

dreams and ours must lie broken in one short
year? Why must ho lie like a shattered shaft
that was so beautiful, so fair, so shining?
With his proud intellectthat had Hashed out
before the world like a s]x)tleHssaber. Somej rest
times when I think of the dear boy’s death, and
ONE
OF A GIBE’S LIFE.
“ He, Monsieur Owen ! ’’ Interrupted of all liis hard fate aud mine, I grow bitter
against God, and man, and nature, and every“Let’s leave this roont just os it is, 1 J«m. '
If folks should read this book of mine they’d thing. In my insanity I clench my hands and
momma. See, isn’t it quaint? Jean- I think it funny I didn’t include that individual shake them in the very face of heaven.
Can I Ik* forgiven V *
nie, do look at this head of Beatriceand ! calling himselfpater Tamilian in my list of adCrave I forgiveness?
the frame— how elegant ! This certainly mired masculines,but I class him with all the
alxmifnable lot— and why ? Louise Kent knowThubsday, April 1.— Mother grows frailer.
must have been some girl's room.”
Sometimes I pray that she may be mine yet a
Ethel Adams Went prying curiously etl1 " Heavens ! Eth, is that name there, little longer. She clings to me so tenaciously,
about the room as she spoke. It was a
on me in all things. The estate is
or
are
you fooling us ?” asked Owen, depending
most unique and, strange apartment,
settled. Everything is mother’s and minewhich seemed to have been hidden away coming up, and looking excitedlyover even this prison-house. Cousin Rob writes me
from view for years, perhaps. Many her shoulder. All the group gathered that our apartments in Paris are awaitingus. I
think I shall have mother removed before the
things had been removed, but the win- round the girl to satisfy thcmsolveathat
warm days come on. I do not know whether I
the
reader
had
not
played
a
joke
on
ianging% were stijl left — u massive
dowir-lii
shall like Cousin Bob’s new wife or not. Some
face told
plainly ; way the Spanish women were always repulsive
stool of embossed
emliossed Yelvfet,
velvet, them. But Ethel’s mce
walnut chair, a stool
loiu p,*uiy
and many trinketsthat make a room that the revelationwas os shocking to l t0 nu>j but i have decided to receive her as
cozy and homelike as well ms elegant. herself as to the others. Her excitable gracefully as |x»ssil>le.Is it miserably Hellish
«»et« ''^h that Cousin Rob had never marAt one side was a mantel of stained mar- nature displayed itself in the short,
tremulous
breath
and
Hushed
cheek,
as
ble, and above this hung that wondershe pronounced tho name, “Louise Tuesday, June 11.— We are in Paris; I think
ful picture of which Ethel had spoken.
mother barf unproved. Whom hie nld I meet
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MALT BITTERS

I

trade:

j

k

mark

MALT AND HOPS

j

mins MATCH

A

I

hummer.
Tho three bent

for

gems.
“Kent, Kent, did you say, my dear?
It seemfi I ran ember something about

setting of

that
it

'

name.

44

Oh

-

*

We’ll ask your father about

to-night.”
girls, is

“That was my

Ethel reads

their heads together
(scrutinizingtho small, olive face in its

'

poor darling,and I’d feel awful. Mother w
such a lady. Why did she marry that /ox?
I’m in a dark mood’ to-night, ho I’ll hide you
away, little di iry, and wait until some brighter

name,

Hdxday, Nov. 6.-U is another dark

}

damp

The Pride of a Child.

I

MALT BITTERS COMPANY

a

SvljjTT
.gain.

below.

i Somrtmra1!
The group settled themselves in ms- !
I it thoiiBh"»ho hu been to him nil these years a
tic Chairs or reclined in swinging ham* j I winh to gtxxIncsH I could be like other girlfi loyal,tender, forbearingwife, never even almoeks. The venerable and dignified • or like my mother. I don t want to be o lamb, j lowing this old love a place in her memory.
Horatio Adams came down from his nor a bird, hut I do hate to bo a porcupine,ho She told it to me to-day for the lirnt time. Then
full of batefulness I don’t dare to be touched.hIio Hank back on her pillow and closed her
dusty office and joined the family, pushI believe I’ll write me out Home resolutions and ! eyes, lying there ho pale and silent I put my
ing his golden spectaclesto the top of try to live to them
| hand on her heart to see if it was throbbing. I
his forehead, and passing his lingers
Whereas, I, Louise Kent, or, rather, Agues firmly believethese years of silence, of wait, ing, of enduring, of persistently burying the
through the obstinate-curling white hair. Louise Kent
“The same girl, as I live!” ex- pa*!, have almost taken_ the spirit out of its frail
44 Just see, papa and Owen, what I
vessel of clay. Prof. Huntington came to see
found !” And all the group bent to- claimed
us to-day. Ah he left, he asked me to drive out
gether over the face that looked out
“The
very
same;
heir,
sole
heir,
to
VMM,
xuu vci.t omiic , nciv, dvmu mum, : with mm
him again to-morrow. If mother is
in strong
them so saucily, so defiantly, as though $3,000,000 of money, a most magnificent enough to be left alone, I may go for a short
half angry at being insj^cted. “ Kent’ estate,” chimed in the
i time. I feel I must be near her every moment,
Monday. Aug. 5.— Last night we Hat together,
is engraved on the back, and two other “I wonder if she’s alive yet,” said
two frienaH. Kind and tender the Uch that
letters— part of a name, I think— ‘es.’ Jean.
T,
...
... . bind uh. But how widely differentour liven!
See, there it is.”
I feel awfully guilty at reading this I His 1 knew but briefly. It wan a lonely, lost
**I declare,"said Horatio, drawing book. It just seems I’m doing some life. A bittcniCHH and a pain had entered it, a
his chair closer to the rest of the party, mean, sneaking thing. Here, you read depth of Hadne»8 fathomed by no human creat“Can it be possible?Why, wife, you re- 1 awhile, Owen,” said the conscientious ure. Yet, above it nil, he nmucH and puts hack
the hatefnlness of many and Hoothea those
member the Kents, don’t you ? This old Ethel, laying tho Ixxik on her brother’s about him with tho winsome winning of Iuh
mansion has been known as Castle Kent arm, and throwing herself back, as if spirit. Why can I not love this man who has
told me ho jxuisionatelY of bis long, patient
for a century, at least. It still belongs half exhausted,
to some unknown heir— a Miss — , ; 44 We had best find out, if possible, if waiting for my love? lie fulfillHmy highest
ideals of manliness and manhood. Why Ih
Miss — , let me see," running his fingers this is the true heir. Such an estate, so
there no answering note to this pleading ciy?
through and through his hair, grasping j valuable and so extensive, ought not to Has my heart become granite that it is ho icy
handfuls, as though the half-forgottenget into anyone's hands on a mere pre- still ; so shut away and barred from human
love? We sat alone— all alone as the darkness
knowledge might he lurking among the ! tense,” remarked Horatio,
of the night settled down over Paris. It was
thick clusters. 44 Miss Agnes Louise Owen reads
that time of oppressivesilence after one Iuh
Kent— that’s the name— only heir of Sir ; Whereas,L Louise Kent, or, rather, Aanes been asked a question one dares not answer
Gregory and Isabella Kent. I read an i Loni»o Kent, am given U> always doing those with loyalty to truth. The mutenessseeming
account of it not half a dozen days ago. things I do most earnestly desire not to do, and fittest, we sat in silence. Down in the busy
The propertyamorntU to something near
‘ d“ir" mMt street below us we watched together the passthree millionsot money A vmimii e : ..’Her0 „ blank lmR ,)een left for tw0 ing panorama. Homo boys played hide-andseek among the trees and boxes ; two lovers
esUte, indeed— n moneyed estate. Quite j or three page8)" 0wt,n, turnhlg the passed slowly by ; an old man bent under his
a fortune— aye, in fact, a princely fortBurden of years plodded home from his hard
leaves to another date.
|
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Owen.

»

father.
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day’s work with to-morrow’s bread ; two sober,
Sunday, Jab. 8.— How the time has flown
Adams gave a long, incredulous, Hince I last wrote ! Ah, me ! it Heems. like tm thoughtful business men met, stopped,settled
some point in daily work, wrung each other's
though appreciative, whistle, at which yeat-ii. Something dreadful has happened in hands and passed on, each to his own way ; a
onr
family.
It
makes
my
blood
run
cold
to
the two girls exchanged knowing glances.
carriage drove slowly up just across the way,
think of it now. But I believe I have no human
and a short, white coffin was brought out and
44 What have you there, Owen?” quesheart when I thirtkof him. How he has cursed,
stowed away as though it already contained
tioned Ethel, the inquisitive.
us all. But when they carried him in, all
“I hardly know myself. It’s strange mangled and bleeding, with his wild eyes star- tho six,*ctral form of some mother’sdead baby ;
a wood sawyer with his wife and dirty children
I riiould have forgotten it for so long,” ing at us with such a glassy Htare, I did pity bun. came ont of an alloy and stole noiselessly down
Yes,
1
almost
forgave
him.
And
to
see
replied
Adams, the polished and
» narrow street. Home guards in uniform came
mother, poor, dear, Broken-heartedmother, afelegant, fresh from the society of the ter all he Imh done for her ; after all the deso- tramping down tho street with measured tread
elite of Paris aud the continent A pure- lation he brought to her, to Hee her take hw at the shouts of tiieir Captain. On, on, they
all swept, tho multitude, the untninkiugthrong,
ly English face, with its added charm of face in her hands and bend over liim, whisper- •ich with his own burden, his own secret innertrue refinement He unlocked an ebony ing “ my husband ’ as tenderly as though that self & mystery still We had noted all unconsame face, with tts leers and taunts, had not sciously almost. His eyes mot mine. Wo were
writing-desk, and took from it a small,
crushed all the glad, joyous life out of her. asking of each other the same question. He
handsomely-boundl>ook. It was slight- Oh, It was all ho dreadful
I wonder if God arose quickly, saying, “It grows late, I will see
ly discolored us though at some time it forgave him at the last. I’m glad I’m not God
you to-morrow,”and was gone.
been wet in some
The back to judge men. I couldn’t cry: even when I
Saturday, wept. 12.— 1 must write but a
of ivory, inlaid with pansies of stood and looked into that cold, still face I word. My dear mother has been attacked by
could only say to myself that those close, white an epidemic fever. I greatly fear for her. I
mother-of-pearl.
lids were clasped
lips were never again to utter words that would
with a single flower, mounted in gold. sting me almoHt to madness. I could not shed must bo strong to meet anything. Prof.
Huntington is untiring in his attentions.
The whole was charminglyunique and a tear, -even whan I saw them bury him away Tuesday, Oct. 6.— Mother is still very low.
beautiful. They all examined it closely forever. I felt only a deep sense of freedom. My head reck My pulses throb so violently.
But mr poor,, dear mother ; I mast npport her I am almost beside myself. It is onlv because
while Owen told its history.
tenderly witli all the strength I possess.
of tho constantwatching and care, rll bo betPassing through a street in Paris inFriday, Feb. 5.— I have given up my school, ter to-morrow.It is one year to-night since I
fected with an epidemic,
espied this and shall do all I can for mother. Bheis droo]>wrote first in this little book. Oh hfe ! Prof.
ing and failing every day. I must do someHnntiugton has been smitten with the
thing to brightenher life. She is my all ! How fever. 1 cannot write more to-night What
i

Owen

Owen

bad
was

wav.

Tho

ho

•daring to enfer the house or even to
knock8, he hrwtily rfipped it into hi,
pocket, thinking bed advertise it the
next morning. On reaching his hotel,

fM-bl* aad

A St. Louis paper tells a touchingstory
almp MALT BITTERN
of school We. It illustrates Ixith the
a peasant’s daughter and grandfather longing of the children to appear as well
tho MALT BITTERS COMPANY. rein fWdisinheritedhim. But I have hea d as their schoolmates, aud the mental by
mtnltd Halt and llopt.
sufferings
incident
to
poverty.
In
one
of
that he was a shrewd fellow and became
rich, enormously rich, in fact he owned the St. Louis public schools many of the
a manor. He must be the one. Bead children who came from a distance were
accustomed to bring a lunch, and thus
on, my sou, read on.”
save a long walk homo for dinner. They
Owen continues
r*nn*»u, nauu n«au, uiwi
Sore* inialliblycured by th*
How her father, Lord Autlv, taught her to generally ate it together and had a merry

called a voiob from the foot of tho stairs. |dav* -1 hnto Kloom*v da*VH’ ThH old hou*e’
with its forest of trees everywhere,making such
:
44 Yor ; come and see what I foifnd.”
mournfulsounds, hcciuh like a prison. I’m
“I want you all out on the west ve- sorry I wounded Prof. Huntington’Hfeelings
ride to the chase, and play at bacK-gammen. time.
randa. I’ve somethingto show you. to-day. I’m always stumbling into soineboily'* his favoritegame. Then she told mo of her
Among those who stopped, one of the
Bring along your discovery, and we’ll set ! !°[lde'r fflin8H1 anl
miM* betrothal to young Sir Gregory Kent, the dash
teachers noticed a little girl who never
hate hr.H so often told me.
ing English heir, and of her great love for the
......
..... ” replied the voice
takt’ nrt ^ " h°in 1 80 hute
up a curiosity shop,
brought any lunch, but looked wistfully
|
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day.'

mamma up there?”;

grandfather’s

I.KSS

«xh*ui>teil conititution* la rich in the elomnnt*that
go t • noniinhan I UrenKtben th« blood. It perfectsdigestion, Rtimuhtes tho liver, kidneys, bownls and urinary
organ*, quinta tho brain and ne voua force* and Induce*
retioahing
c-mra nd tbrinaelve* ti» the we.ik. convalescent, overworked deblliuted.
nervooa, iloeplesa and melancholy,a* the puie-t, *at»<t
and moat pivveriul rentoratlve in medicine. P roomed

playmates as they were eating tho
noon meal. But one day the girl brought
her bundle also, wrapped in paper. At
noon she did not go with the others, but
remained at her desk, as if preferring to

iini«#KM
C,:'‘:cur* Rfrae,llM’
l lUIOOflOCOlwb,eh have performed

miracle, of

hnsling,nnimraileledIn medicel
Llitory.Rend for ILLUSTRATED TREATISE conUlnlng UMtimunUl*fnua every P*rt of the Union.
Prepared by WEEKS 4 POTTER, OUmkU. Boetoo,
Mm*. Sold by DrugglaU.

at her

Perry Dayis’ Pain Killer

eat alone.
The teacher, Blinking her unsocial, ad-

# IN

vised her to go to the lunch-room with
her playmates, and walked toward tho

desk to take her bundle. But the

Dim
rAIH

little

girl, bursting into sobs, said:

“Don’t touch

it, teacher;

and

oh,

RECOMMENDED

By Phfrieiaiu, by MUrtonariu,by HtniMtri,by
iet, by Nur’u in llotpilalt,

If

BY EVERYBODY.
TD S A SURE CURE

II I

IMLLtn Sore Throat,

tor

thill*.

Diarrhea, Dyncntcry, Cramp*, Cholall Bowel Complaint*,

era, and

teacher, don’t tell, please. It's only
IS THE BEST REMblocks.”
.....
..
. EDY known to the
PAIN
KILLER
Pain in the
II
The poor girl hod no dinner to bring, World for Kick Headache.
Back. Pain In the Side, Rheumatlmn
but wished to keep up “appearances,” and Neuralgia,
so as not to seem unlike her schoolmates.
UNQUESTIONABLY THE
And she was one of tho best scholars in
IBest XjlxLlxxxGXit
t
the school. She was very dear to the
fli equal having never ytl been found.
tr
Far
Kale
by
all
Itlediclne
Dealers,
teacher’s heart after that incident.
...

ade

IMPORTANT TO AGENTS.

Employ Good Teachers.
Don’t try to

something for nothing.” It can’t l>e done.
Good tilingscommand a price in this
world. If you are a farmer and your
wheat is extra, it commands an extra
get

THE LIFE OF

44

price.
If you have superior stock
an extra price.

it

commands

If you are a good School Director and
you get a good teacher, he is worth more
than a common “school-keeper.” Pay
them enough to secure the best talent,
and to enable them to improve themselves

as well as the children.
So, too, of school supplies. Buy the
liest They are the most durable, and

GEN. JAS. A.

GARFIELD

MAJOR BUNDY,

By hi* pcreonalfriend,
Editor ff. F .
Moll, i* th* nnl v edition to which Gen. GailMd fa**
given personalattention or facte. Beautifully Illustrated,
printed *nd bound. Full length *teel portrait by EUU.
Ifoni a picture Uken expresslyfor thl* work.

Active

Accnt* Wnnted. Liberalterm*. Send #1.00 at
once for complete outfit. A. S. BARNES A COj
1 1 1 A 1 18 William Street, New York.

CELLULOID
EYE-GLASSES.
representing the cholce*t-*elocted
TortoUo-Shelland

Amber. The

lightest,handiomest

and utrongent known.

Sold by Optician*and Jeweler*. Made by

SPENCER

in the end the cheapest,though they O. M. CO- 13 Maiden Lane, New York.
cost a trifle more to start with. In T ADVKft AND KTORE-KEEPERS-You
other words, don’t try to get something JLionn get Choice (3 ood* cheap, by writing on a postal
for onr Price Llat, which enable*yon to order good*
for nothing,simply liecause you occupy by mnll the beat way. and aee the many kind* of Jlerhandle*we keep for sale at anrprislngly low price*.We
a public position. — American Journal •end
aaaaple*of Hamburg*.I*ce*. Ribbon*, F ring**,
etc, if requested. We ell Wholesale and Retail for
of Education.
Cash down. A new combination «y*tem which enables
ua to quote very close price*. We have |1. tS and
Somethingthe Matter with Him.
package* of notion*which cannot be bought for twiee
c

A

leading officer in one of the courts
was charged with never going to bed
sober. Of course he indignantly denied the soft impeachment ; and ho gave
the particulars of a particular night in
!
proof. We quote his own words : Soon
after I got in bed, my wife said : 44 Why,
husband, what’s the matter with yon ?
Yon act so strangely ! ” 44 There’s nothing the matter with me,” said I. “I’m
sure there is,” said she ; 44 you don’t act
natural at all. Sha’n’t I get np and get
something for you?” And she cot up,
lighted the candle, and came to the bedside to look at me, shading the light
with one hand. “I knew there was
something strange about yon-” said she.
I lore her! All the lore and devotionI might next shall I write, I wonder, and when, aud
44 Why, yon are sober r’ Such testiwhere?"
mony was considered reliable,and the
Owen Adams tossed the book into bis man now enjoys his new-found reputacareless,defiant Louise Kent ri now a sober, almost a somber, woman. How circumstances mother's lap, and passed his hand over tion.

themonev elsewhere,
re

lamed

If

not

all

wanted In every family. Money

eattefactorr. ___ _
IIOLOHTOX A DUTTON,

So Tremont St, Boston,Maas.
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A Mlmclu.

Under a Blanket.

A Horrible Story of Frenzied Anger

Jack.

Anthony Atwood, a retired miniBter of Uio
“Jack” would at first sight appear to
and Death.
A queer law-suit has just been brlrlght M. K. Church, 809 North Seventeenth Htreet,
be
a familiar abbreviation of John, and
The horrible tragedy enacted in Ly- before the magistrateof this city. Mr. Philadelphia, Pa., aaya : " Hunt's Remedy baa
cured
my
wife of Dropsy in its worst form. All to be applied iu that sense. Ib occurs in
ons, N. Y., conveys several morals which McNick had a house for sale, and, when
hope liad left us for mouths. All say that it is jack-tar, roasting-jack, hook-jack, jackpeople would do well to studv. It seems Mr. Pallinger called to negotiate, Mr. a miracle. Water had drouned from her right
of-ftll-trades,
jack-lxMits, jockey (gin);
that one Solomon H. Easterfy, a farmer McNick said :
limb for months. Forty-eight hours had taken
jaek, part of the machinery of a lock and
all the extra water from hi r system. All other
“ This is the best house in town, sir ;
of that place, was wrought up to such a
1 of a piano-forte;jack, an engine for raising
pitch of frenzy by the high temper and every convenience,and the most pleasant means had been tried. None succeeded hut
: heavy weights; jack-knife,jack-towel,
Hunt's Remedy." Trial size. 75 cents.
quarrelsome disposition of his wife and place in the world. You know that the
black-jack. In some instances where the
her mother that he slaughtered them weather recently has been exceedingly
word occurs, such as jackass, jackdaw,
both with an ax as a butcher would a warm.”
jack-on-apes, jack-a-lent, jock-pudding,
Yes,”
said mi.
Mr. Pallinger,
wiping the
bullock,
harnessed up his horse,i
uuuuck, then
men uiuuovacu
ies, wiiu
x iuimg
it is manifestly derived from Jack, the
and drove to a convenient spot on the 1 perspiration from his face,
familial- name for John; but iu the exambanks of the Canandaiguaoutlet, Where
«« Well, sir, the hottest night this year
ples above cited the true etymology is to
he completed the hideous drama by I slept under a thick blanket. The only
found in the Celtic or Gaelic deagh (d
drowning himself. It^ is said that the way j can account for this is that the air,
! ix fore the vowels e and iip pronoiuicod
j),
chief cause of the differences between wlnl(‘ whizzing round the angles of this
Dtach (or jeogh), tlio Cymric ihi signithe couple arose from the intervention peculiar locality, gets cool. Striking
fies gt-od, fit, appropriate, excellent, well.
of the mother-in-law. Every time she i the tence over there, it whizzes into this
A jack-tar is a good sailor; a roastingvisited her daughter trouble arose be- room and cools everything.”
jack is an instrumentfit, Appropriate, or
tween the man and his
about the air in winter?”
good for tlio purpose of roasting. A jackMuch has been said of mothers-in-law, asked Mr. Pallinger.
of-all-trades is one fit to turn bis bond to
and the trouble they produce in
“Why, sir, it is simply charming. It
anything useful; a jack-knife is a good,
families of their children,when, from , creeps along the fence till it gets warm,
useful and large knife; a boot-jack is good
necessity or choice, they take up their You know that along a fence is the
to pull oft’ boots. Jockey, a slang word
residencethere. They should learn that, warmest place in the winter. Well, the
for English gin, moans also strong ale,
when they leave their own homes to ’ uir creeps along the fence, bumps against
and among children a special of sweetabide with their children, they at the 1 that jxist over there, turns, and comes I'ltKK! A Musical Journal Add’s F. Brehm, Kria, Pa.
meat, and is in all these cases synonysame time abdicatethe scepter of do- mto the house. One night last winter
mous with something good, as the French
mestic government, and that, instead of , j im(| to sleep without any cover over $6 to $20
call a sweetmeat a bon-bon, or as the
coming into the dwelling as a ruler, they me, and in the morning when I got
Scotch call them goodies. Black-jack is
are there only as guests. We can read- Uj, j found that a man in the next house
an old name for a large bottle of black
ily imagine that “ when the gray marc j ]lll(] frozen to death."
leather, good to bold liter and other liqis the better horse”— as is the homely
You say, Mr. McNick, that I’ll have
Morphine lYablt Cured In 10 uors. Beaumont and Fletcher have pretoZOdaya.
Nopay
till Cured.
phrase where the wife usurps authority to sleep under a blanket? ”
Da. J. Utkcukss, Lebauon,Ohio.
served the words: “There is a Dead Hea
and arrogates to herself arbitrary power
“Yes, sir.”
of drink in the cellar, in which goodly
(T>*]0
week.
|U
a day at home eaallj mad*. Coatly
over the household and its surroundings
“ I’ll buy the house and pay cash for $/& Outfit free. Addreea TBCE A Uo., Auguita,lie
vessels lie wrecked, and in the middle of
— if she be aided, abetted and re-en- it, and to
night
if I don’t sleep
W **
©
X under a
this deluge appear the tops of flagons
forced by a mother, it is not in human ' i,]ftI1ketI shall demand my money and
and black-jacks, like churches drowned
rerr jrradnate
worth. F.Tery
nrxdnat*nuaranteed
nuiirantcrd a pajln«
P*jtn« aitiianature for the hen-peckedhusband to j keep the house.”
in the marshes.” — All the Year Round.
lion. Addreu R. VAUUtTINK, Manager. JaneeTille.Wia.
submit without a struggle. If
“All right, sir, you’ll sleep' under a

.
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DrBULL’S

|

wife.

SKPIL

“How

the

SYRUP

f

Alf

•

OPIUM

»

CQlADt
RHEUMATISM,
Meuralgia, Sciatica, Lumbago,
Backache, Soreness of the Chest,
Gout, Quinsy, Sore Throat, Swotting* and Sprains, Burns and
Scalds, General Bodily
Pains,
Feet and Ears, and

i

Mrs.

Easterly had carefully studied the blanket. I’ll be around early in the
scriptures (especially Proverbs xiv. 1), morning.”
she would have known that the mother i Mr. Pallinger took possession. When
who deliberatelyinstigated discord be- he went to bed, Mrs. Pallinger remarked,
tween her husband and her was no true ' "John, you told me this was a cool
house; why, I Indieve I'll melt.” PnllBut the actors in this terrible dmma higer threw open the d(M>r and perspired,
have passed beyond human jurisdiction, j Next morning McNick called around,
and only the lesson remains that,
“Give me my money!” demanded
coals are to burning coals and wood to I Pallinger. “ It’s the hottest house in
tirt‘, so is a contentious man to kindle town. My land ! it got so hot that, it 1
strife.” (Proverbs, xxvi. 21.) It is had been suddenly transferred to the innever wise to enter into a discussion terior <.’f a cook-stove, I would have
with any one who is atHicted with the taken cold.”
intirmities of temper, and, as this un“ Hold on ! I said that you would
happy family were all so constituted, it sleep under a blanket."
would have been far better had Mrs.
“ Yes, and I didn’t.”
Geer made her visits to the Easterly
“Come here,” said McNick; and he
mansion few and far between. Bv her conducted Pallingerto the roof of the
inabilityto keep from meddling with j ]10U.se; directly over the beil, and showed
the affairs of her married children, three ],im a blanket, held down by four bricks,
lives have been sacrificed,while the or- As Pallinger had slept under the blanket,
plumed children have had their young | McNick refused to return the money,
lives blighted by the ungovernable pas- all(|(in nll attempt to recover it, Pallinsion and the dreadful crimes of their ex- ger luus entered suit— Li ff/e Rock Gansperated and maddened parent.— .1/- zcttc.
Imnrj I'rnxiny Timex.

Dr. Upshaur, of

Carrolton,

^liss.,

In

own town. Term* and f5 Ootfll

your
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Co.. Portland.

A fond mother wants to learn how her

Ma.
!

BUSINESS COLLEGE.

p LINTON BUSINESS COLLEGE,
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claaa factlitlea.Annual

Clinton, la.

by

he’ll probably turn out quick and
hurt himself trying to come down stairs

Flnt-

announcement free.

.
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rMHoUlJiv*

l*»‘»t Cniyon Portrnlta, 12x15.
Rich
mail. ai«o, nuirr
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DirectloniIn Eleven Language#.

60LD BY ALL DRUGGISTSAND DEALERS
IH MEDICINE.
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AGENTS WANTED
fiEN.
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GARFIELD'S
lllnalrnted.

Book. Aon*

other

q/heial.

cheapest, bores tlio fusteat.
tire the oldest nnd
larfiost firm in America. Bend for our pictorial
catalogue. United StatebMp a Co., Chicago, III.

TIT ANTED— A*enU STeirwhera to aall our goods
TT by sampls, to ftmllioa.We glfe attraettvo preaenta
and fint-claaagoods to your customers; we atve you good
profits : we prapsor all axpreaacharges ; we furnish outfit
free. Write for particular*.
PEOPLE’S TEA CO., Box 5085, St. Louis, Mo.

(Oliio)Dally Register.]

to Mil th®

Complett, authentic, lott-priccd. Fnlly
Poaltively the bcit and chtap*ft

u,.

editor Philadelphia /Vm*. Fully IllMatrated.Poth
livelythe ahlret and moat trul, official work. W* Brant
the bent teruiN.Send 50 oenta lor outfit of alther
book, or !S 1 for outfitof both. Addreea
Chlcugo, III.

HUH BAUD UU08.,

Penn’a

W*

FOR CHILLS AND FEVER
A.1V1D AXjXj

will rend our Electro-Voltaic
Balta and othei

Rlectrio Arpliancea upon trial for 10 d*y§ to there
filleted wmi Aertoue Debilityand dittaete of a per*>i« I nature. Alio of the liver, Kidney*.Uhoumatianv,
P*raly»l*,go. A ture curt guaranteed or no pay.

|

Addrere Voltaic Bolt Co., MuJ-abull,Mick.

AGENTS MAKE

#5*00 PER

SELLINO OUR

and

I attach

but

little

only,

importance to

DAY

DANIEL

F.

BEATTY’S

ORGANS
17-Stop Organs,

jConstipatlon and Piles*

HAS WUV9
VV It
POWER. liOU
IT

WONDERFUL

Arc sold by all Hardware and IlarDeeaDealers. There
is no one owning a hone or mule but what will find In

Faintness before citing,pain nnd distress

The first life-boat of which there is
any record was designed in 1784 by a
England paid Germany £3,000,000
Mr. Lukin, a coach-builderin London, sterling for potatoes bust year.
and, strange to say, a native of an inAre Yon Not In Good Health 1
land town. He chiefly aimed at makIf the Liver is the soorce of your trouble, you
ing an unsinkable boat, or, as be termed
it, an “ unimmergible ” boat. This
,p,,;a ho i can find an absoluteremedy in Da. SANFonn’s

rartai'ffts;

1

Send lOc to DR. 0. R. SYKES, 160 R. Madlaon at,
Chicago.111.,and he will rend by return mall “Th* Trn#
Theory of Catarrhand fnll informationof a San Oura.H
Name thi* paper, and write withoutdelay.

ESSSESS PEHSIOIIS!
New

;

I.nw. Thousand* of Soldier* and holt* ant led.
Penalon*date back to dischargeor death. Time llaiihJ.

roan, 162 Broadway, Now York,

compartments.The volume to which The

Voltaic Belt Co., Manhall, Mich.,

Trial” _

Days’

cork belt helped to keep the boat afloat
Dr. C. E. Shoemaker, the well-known aural
if she were thus swamped. An iron
surgeon of Reading.Pa., offers to send by mail,
keel was fitted to increase the stability. free of charge, a valuable little book on deafness
The plan of constructionwas sound so and
_____
_ of the
__ ear— especially on running
diseases
far as it went, although for inferior to car and catarrh, and their proper treatment^
testimonials that will
that now adopted, and it is a mutter of* giving referencesand testimonials
satisfythe most skeptical Ad drew, as above.
regret that only one boat on Lukin’s
plan was placed on the coast.
Veobtine is rot a stimulming bitters which

_

__

_

..... •

II

Addreu, with ataap,

GEORGE

Will send their Electro-Voltaic Bolts to the afflicted upon thirty days’ trial See their advertisement in this paper, headed, “On Thirty

water could find access, if the sea
broke over the boat, was thus reduced
considerably,and the buoyancy of the

P.O. Drawer

3#5.

E. LEMON.
Washington,D.

which assists nature

to restore the

stomach

to a healthyaction.

3

NATRONAS
SODA

the beet In the World. U la ebeoteteto pore It Is the
bert for Medletnel Purpoaaa. It ta th* beat for Baking
and all Family Urea. Sold by all Drugflit*and Orooere
Is

MaMliii8fa(!fii|CB.,iya.

TILE AND BRICK

of the

Ague, Bflioa*na«and MalarialPoiaonlng

Blood. Fifty

ptlla

for 80 cent*.

I

et the Drnadate. PHre^ll.Of.

WILLS, UCHAI030tfI CO., Proprietoa,
BevUnfton,Tt.

Pearl* of strength, and specificeuro for Headaches, Dyspepsia, Lore of Memory, Rheumatism,
Neuralgiaand Nervommeaa. Supply nerve and brain
power, repairwaste and revive the organic system.
By druggistsor mail $1.00. THE SPECIFIC MEDICINE CO., 159 k 161 Lake BL, Chicago, proprietor*.

Important to the Fair Sex

I

The Koran.
corloaltrto eyerir

KORA

WfMOB

AMM K I ” U*n.i*tedfrem lha Arat.lo
by George Sale. Formerly puhllahed at $Xi6: a new.
beautifultype, neat, cloth-bound edition; price, no
cent a, and 0 oenta for pottage. Catalogue of many
tandard work*, remarkablylow in price, with extra teima
to Club*, free. Say where you rew thU adrertlaement.
ROOK EXCTUKOK.Tribune Building,N. Y.
JELLY.
SUrer Medal
it Faria
Kxpoaition.

PETROLEUM
Grand Medal
at Phiiadelp'ia
Kxpoaition.

VASELINE

Thi# wonderful aubatano* h acknowledged
byphral^t.n. throughout th* world to be the beet remedy die*
coveredfor the cur* of Wound*. Hunt*, Kheunrere
llano, Mkln IHaenae*. PI tea, 0 ntnrrh, thll.
blnlna, dtr. In onler that ereiy one may try It, It 1*
put up In 16 and 36 cent bottlestor hourehold nee.
Obtain It from yonr drngglat, and you wtU find it auperior
to anythingyou hava ever need

do AiccnU for U. H.

an.u.

SiST fuQ^AgU-tatosaaS

Na 89

W?IL?SWeJ?6DXi3232i
In this paper.

AWARDEB
SIHighestUonqrs
AT ALL THE

Three dollar* per acre allowed the settla* for break
tag and cultivation,for particular* apply to

0. A.

McKINLAY,

Lead Cwnamlesloaer.

fit. PnmL.

Mima.

PRICES

.‘"•sns*"!

GREAT

k AND
aim ' UPWARDS:
UPWARDS; v\

•^Worlds Exhibitions
FOR - _ _

H

ALSO

s

FOREASYPA\
I *8 PER MONTH F0R'_
12 MONTHS, OR
PCH QUARTER FOR rf

|| Thirteen Years.

i

NOOTHE?

HIAmerican

,

Organs

/Thave been awarded
y. such at any.

World, for sole by the

lOa^fcpolULNaifflaRlCO,
for Ferer and

It
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MEDETUR.

.

PILL*,« *P«elfiee«re

sdldee.|

MACHINERY.

beet In the

HOFMANN’* HOP

t

(One package will eiaksalx qtsof

Bey

Wheat Lands _

The most troublesomeand dangerous effects
sometimes arise from the slightestoauso, and
often the Baby's serioussickness could be prevented by promptly noing Dr. Bull’s Baby Syrup
at the beginning. Price only 25 cents A bottle.

be tea

]

dry TegeUhl* **a»|
by aaall prepaid.
a

TH.Y IT 3NTOW

2,000,000 Acres

r.

Ipouudaad eae

«V MOWER, Proprietor*,
Deerfield,Leiiuwee Co., Mlc-hlgiin.

RED RIVER VALLEY

__

dleord.re.

KIDNEY-WORT la

HOOI»

There is a family in Neversink, N. Y.,
Wilhoft’s Pever and
te Tonic. This old
whose history would go to show that
one dollar.
reliableremedy now sells
depravity was hereditary so far as its
SPECIALTIES t
Hypochondriacalcondition from an overmembers are concerned. A woman 81
Tinker Improved Tile Meehlee,
tasked
brain
requires
Medotur
to
revive
the
nerves
years of age is living apart from her
Mword’s Patent Brlek Machine,
husband, who makes his home with anClar C rusher* with CklUed Boilers,
Correct your habits of crooked walking by
Horlsontal Tile end Brick Machine.
other woman in another country. One lining Lyon's Patent Metallic Heel Stiffeners.
daughter" has an illegitimate sop, anPT Write for circular* and prices.
other daughter is married to a man who
Th* Frazer axle grease is the best and only
H. BBEWEB & CO., Tecumeh, Mich.
has been m jail for assault and battery, genuine.Wo know it
a daughter of the latter is in jail for
McLain*# vermifuge bonbon# aw
theft, and her husband is a tramp. The
Worm* In Children ore dalidoua and nerer fall to cure.
old woman has a son who has been in an
insane asylum and tlio poor-house.AnBters, Wive* <*n< Mother*.
DR. MAROHISPS UTERINE GATHOLIOON wOl
other married daughter is a woman of [pMltlrelr
cure Female Weaknere, each a* Falling of the
dissolute habits and has a son of weak Womb. White*,Chronic Inflammationor Ulcerettenof
intellect None of the family can read
or write.

|lou.ne.sfJaundice, Oonitlpatlon,|
Piles, or In Rheumatism, Neuralgia
land Female

Price. 50 cent* each ; two for One Dollar. Sent free to
any addrere on receipt of price. Not to be found at
store*.Agents, Mate nr Female, wanted in every town.
Send for circular*.Addrere

A
C.

creates a fictitious appotite, but a gentle tonic

Hereditary Depravity.

|tho polMnou. humor, that devetop.]
Iln Kidney and Urinary dlMase.'BII-

mug

afterward, preventedby Malt Bitters.

above water, and by constructinginside
the l>oat a series of water-tight spaces or

DONT SUFFER

YOU CAN BE CURED
OF YOUR CATARRH !
HOW?

HECAUBB IT ACTS ON THB|
BOWELS AND

LIVER, TUB

|NKY8 AT THBBAAIB TLWE.
Becaus. It deans* th. ayttmriL

__

Grant chanced to leave upon a table.

srsr

I

1

^ gAN Francisco photographer pbotoa half-smokedcigar which Gen.

The First Life-Boat.

Manufact’ng Co., Phil*.

PERMANENTLY CURES
[kidney diseases,
LIVER COMPLAINTS,!

$1.00.
SCALE Price,
|jr roi saLi nr all dbuqoists.jU

BOOM FOR AGENTS.

--

i

Salt

A Warranted Cara.

Exclusiveterritory Riven. Tcrmi
surpriseold Agents. Send for full par*
ilkulars, Domestic Scale Co..
No. 190 W. Filth SL, CincinnaU, 0.

!

it.

sSsssks

Malarial Poisoning
OF THE BLOOD.

through it to the tissues previouslyvisWake county, N. C., was surprised
thl* line of good*, something of great value, and especially adapted to their wanu. COVERT M’F’O CO,
ited by the poison. The latter, as is i the other day by a shower of bugs,
WutTbot.N. Y, Hole Manufacturer*.
the case with all animal poisons, being ‘ which were of the size of a grain of corn,
of an acid reaction, the powerful alkali, They covered the ground like red snouon overtaking it, instantly neutralizes it, Hakes.
Rub-baae A Oct. Coupler, boxed A ihlpped, onlr #07.75.
destroyingits specific properties. I rely
Piano* #105 to # ,GOO. Before you buy an InFrom any Kidney Complaint, Lame or H eat Hark, or
upon this treatment always, and I have ! Teachkiw,authors and others of sedentary New
itrumentne *ure to see tnr Mldaummer offer illustrated, Jiarkarhe.DR. FLOYD’S KIDNEY PLASTERS nerer
tree. Addrere DANIEL F. BEATTY, W*»blngton JY J
never hrid any trouble with such cases.
highly prize Malt Bitters.
fail to cure their romplainle, a» handled* will tretifT.

The whisky treatment is adjuvant

i

DISEJAem*

Weighs accuratelyup to 25 lbs. It*
baudsoroo appearancesell* K »t Ight
to house-keepers.
A BBUUaJkB

ly communicated to the blood, and

|
i

nnm

CAUSED BT

NEW

Platform FAMILY

never done before, and that is, deliberately
same internally, say five or eight grains and unsolicited to puff a patent medicine.
We want to say that we indorse, personally,
every fifteen minutes, until a drachm
has been taken (less, if sufficient). all that is said of St. Jacobs Oil. We have
tried it for rheumatism and neuralgia,and
Upon dissolving, the ammonia is rapid- it has given instant relief.”

I

____

l

I give a tolerably strong solution of the

‘

1

i^. M.U, mtm W
W kWt, m4 M ,«< a
fm. faim knk«.(
UK»to
.ml Mn- U. kna Ml ^an »kna n
,

Ink

et

STARCH

O.

tm

oi so oos
the Yazoo swamps. I have attended Is* the western part of Connecticut a
many eases of snake-bite, both of rattle- ; large worm has been discoveredwithih
snakes and moccasins. My treatment the husk of ears of green corn, eating
has invariably been to cut down freely its way the whole length of the cob
with a bistoury, dilatingthe orifices among the tender kernels. It appears
made by the two fangs. After permit- to enter the ear at the bottom.
ting a reasonableamount of bleeding,I
[Peek's Sun.]
stuff into the wounds the dry salt of car“We are going to do somethingwe have
bonate of ammonia. At the same time

Cincinnati,

and axpanaea to
agent*. Outfit Free. Addreaa P.
O. VIUKRRY, Auguita, Mxlna.

WILBERT'S

HANCOCK

Should write at once for Circular* and termaof agency to

FORtiHEK A MoM AKIN,

A YEAR

la the “Original’*Concentrated Lye and Reliable
Family Soap Maker. Direction*aooempany each Can
for making Hurd, #«.n and Toilet Mon# qolekh.
It 1* full weight and strength. A*k yonr grocer tm
MAI'ON I FI EH. and taka no otbar.

AGENTS wishingto canviasfor tha lives of
§

CO.,

Ac

SAPONIFIED

II.

GARFIELD

VOGELER

$777

lent,

i'anipalgnBADGES, with (Hit
/V LJ V< CLO • Enidi' and Shield, on nM. white
nnd blue rihlK>n,with life-likephotographsof ImiUi candidates of either party. jll.OOper dor. Sum|ile 15 cents.
BIr thing to will. Pattk.n A Co., 4 3 BarclaySt., N . Y.

On

Preparation on earth equals 8r. Jacom
aurt, simple and cheap External
Remedy. A trial entaili but the comparatively
trifling outlay of 50 Ctnti, and every one luffertni
with pain can have cheap and poaltlve proof of Hi
tut ft,

Baltimore, Md., U. B.A*

Scrlpl i ICiitlonnl —A book lint iivarjr SUfeanmn,
I/iiHcUn,Lswyor, Doctor nnd Preacher ahuuld read.
A nent Mocl PturmvinKof the author in Shaitr nutuuir
Naperville, III. Full Faculty; eiRlit course*;expenaes
nd'iin* the lr»nti»pieoe.
It i* nc.itlyprlntndand iNitind,
unusuallylow. Apply t<> Ukv. A. A. SMITH, President,
containinit jnikm vo,, and
pi id. tor
or Rkv. J . LERCH, Treaaurer.
tH.(H). Addronn BISHOP EADS, Smith Union. Kj.

1

other

No

a a

tlio same time.

SHAKER THEOLOGY.

York.’

all

Pains and Aches.

NORTHWESTERN COLLEGE,

|

Lulay, Sufflcld, Ohio, writes: Fifteen years my wife suffered with liver disease. I paid an immense amount of money
lo I he doctors, but without any benefit to
her. Lnsl year she began to use Hamburg

writes to the editor of the local ])a]>ci :
I saw a statement in your paper in re-

(roe.

son will turn out. That’s easily done.
If he’s wanted to go out and weed the
\ 4*111 tS Beat-Sellin* Article* in the world; aaamgarden, he will turn out slowly and reUJuUU plo/rw. JAY BRONSON, Detroit, Mich.
luctantly and bo two hours dressing. If
! he’s enlied to see a circus processiongo

PERSONAL.
Mr.

D

(horn A MONTH ! Agents Wnnted

“As

Curing Snake-Bites.

D

vj)

friend.

[S.i!ulu!*ky

«

(tOO

and Headache, Frosted

Tooth, Ear

VOUNCMENtfrMt

WW^CffALDCUES

MUSICIANS oTNPAUYRESARb THEM

AS

FREE.^j

UHEQUAOE D’-THEODORC THOMAS.

CABINET ORGANS
)N

8*

HAMLIN ORGAN COJ

Jmm’ Mum.

STEAMBOAT!

IMOlSrEY S.A.VEDI

Ashes and Nlght-solI u Manure.

We

use ashes iodiBcrimluately on

kinds of crops and

all

all kinds of soil, and

Excursions

!

!

get some benefit; but not always the full
which can only be realized when

value,

THE STEAM TUG

we combine the ashes with organic and
particularlynitrogenous

manures. I have

found, In experimenting, the greatesteffect

from

wood

a union of night soil with hard

Wishing to reduce my stock,

TWI-LIQ-HT

And a large barge, which is large
enough to carry from 400 to 500 people,
maximum yields of fruit. Never have I filled up for the purpose, can be chartered
bad such success with tomatoes, for in- during the summer season of 1880 to run
Sunday School Excursions,Picnic parties,
stance, as where night-soil was used, to
etc., on Black Lake, and Lake Michigan.
push forward the plant, followed, afterFor further particulars,apply to
ward by ashes, to perfect the crop. But
CAPT. F. R. BROWER,
Holland, Mich.
the ashes must be plentifully applied, as
ashes— not only great plant growth, but

DRY

next 30 days

I offer for sale the

HATS

GOODS, BOOTS and SHOES,

and CAPS,

t

READY MADE CLOTHING

at great bargains.

10-2m

they are slow to dissolve;hence of greater

advantage on grass lands, where the time
is

extended. Used alone on tomatoes on

poor

soil, there

was

a

the plants exhibiting

a pale tint,

bearing

And

this response

where the two elementsare united is always prompt— the ashes sure to prevent
.

LEWIS’

way. On poor soil,
on dry clay-loam,with sod
turned down, the effect is wonderful ; but
most wonderful with the Early Rose,
benefited in the same

particularly

planted as early in the spring

principally maple, the leached article al-

In applying night-soil, it may be done when
entirely fresh with equal benefit. Thus
most

as

good

as the unleached.

STOCK: IS COIM'FLETE.

CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.

PER CENT. PURE.

08

(Patented.)

FINELY POWDERED.

HIGHLY PERFUMED.

as possible.

from hard wood,

THE

LYE

fruit. The potato, among other things, is

ashes used are

can be sold very cheap.

THE RUDY FAMIY SOAP MAKER:

the vine from getting the belter of the

The

All those goods were purchased before the rise, and

of good siae.

A touch of night soil changed the whole
aspect of the plant.

$350

moderate growth,

number, but

less fruit in

A MONTH! AOWTS WASTE)!

78 Uni StlltafArlklM la UMWarMiaumpierr~.Ad.JA! BRONSON, Dnroit, Mich

The ntrongrat end pnrrst Lyo made. Will
make 12 iKiunuHnf tho bl-et Perfumed Hard Soap
in 20 minutcH without boiling.
Tho beet watcr-ooilcuer made.
Tho boat disinfectant.
Tho followingwo eoiue of the ndrnntnjres
obtained by uamg Lewii* W Per Cent. Powdered
L/e:

EL J-

hollaiYe, mice:.

First.

It la picked In an Iron ran with
removable lid, candy taken off
and leavingtho contcutacxj*oacd. thereby aaving tho trouble, annoyance, and
danger (from flying jarticle*).aa
other Lye*, which, being
_ aolid in tho ran**, miiat bo
af\ broken with a hammer to got

situ or

there is constantly made, ready

hand,

to

one of the very best fertilizers,always
prompt and reliable,making the poorest
soil yield equal to the best, aud with

/

com-

Hjl

paratively little expense, as only the

ground immediately occupied by

itself

is

a

without cost with

the more important yields of the garden,
as

the ashes and night-soil arc the pro-

ducts of every household, and always
the product keeping pace with

sufficient,

the

size of the

family and

demands

their

on the garden. Where coal

is mostly

burned the effect will be less. In such
case

it is

a

best to mix ashes and soil— this

depth the ground is worked, mak-

to the

ing the proportionof one of ashes to
about three of

soil,

the coarser parts of

removed. This should

the ashes

JK

a bit of

be done

mM

rigid,

1110 L>'e out-

It being a fine
you cau remove tho
lid and pour out all the contents, being always ready for

thereby save
tbe balance of contents.
k
With other
othe Lyes nil must t>e dissolved
W at once and
ar used In a short time, or tho
strengthis gone.
atre
» Fourth. Abeolntopurity. Free
from all adultcraUons.
Fifth. The best Soap can be made in from ten
to twenty minutes with this Lve.
Sixth. No failureIs possiblein making Soap
with this Lyo when the simple directionsgiven
are followed.
Seventh. Cne can of thla Powdered Lye is
equal to twenty pounds of Sal Soda or Washing
Soda.
Eighth. One can of this Lye will saponifyone
pound moreof grease than any othcrCuuceutratcd
Lve. Ball Potash,or 8a»>ontfler.
Ninth. This Lye Is per cent stronger than
am- other Lye or Potaih.
Tenth. One to two t'aspoonfulswill softena
tub of the hardest water.
Eleventh. One tea-poonfnl will thoroughly
cleanseSinks, Drains.< r Closet*.
Invaluablefor killing Reaches. M(oe. Rats, etc.
The boat arudo for washing Trees.

f

soil.

not ; or

in the absence of coal ashes, vegetable
material should be worked in. Then
in

all

the spring is to plant

and

apply the strongermanure. Apply

not

all at once, but us it is

the season—

less

when

always keeping the

needed during

the plant

is

small,

A

writer on this subject says: “Our

experiment was

to

HOWARD.

mi

GARPENYH

Or any other kind, you esn ti1" unurn-lf v ih onA>ip Jlnrhinr.so that it w li .1,1 Urttrr ihitn
Krer. The teeth will ull p-innin of •••'u.,'.- -h mul
shape. Hrnt free on reerl/tf
O m s.ipart of the United
•ICireulir 1 free.
Good Anenttitemnted in rrei-i» rountj/ti ml
elty. Address E. JUOTSl & UJtO., :,eiv Oxford, l*a.
tfrij'We have hundreds of letter* f '-n men n*lny

Mochiuu

w

ho

1

they would not

HOLMES.

IP.

-

___

i

tif. fcir»"’nrr.rf B'lfd Outl.wi,
t. Ttmllinf.Ilhuira'ct.
HOMPhO> > CO , PuU. Be Uv.^

deKnhrd with »cicnlinott<r>.*
of cur*. Prof. Harris' llludraud
panphlrt sent free on application.

IIARRIR

PILESMff

REMEDY

UmUU,

Y"

CO.,

8th A ItarhrlSt^
Pt. Looln. Mo.

«Hh

Leerorrho-a
While*) thonld aeud (or
PraC Ilurrte’PomphlM (KluitrairJ
hr Plates) |1rln|drurlptlnnof hii Rrratdy,and ahowiaf ila appliratioe. The putapblel b enluable to any lady la delicate health, bein( a tnoroeyhle
thoronyhl practical
practicetreatiae nn tint die* aen.
Bent Free.
HAIIISS RlMIIT C
CO., ST. tout. MO.
Fluor Albua

Home Treatment

HEW

New Stock! New Store!

or

Boot & Kramer.
We rffspertfullvInvite the attention of our citizeim to the stuck of jioods which we have opened
one diHir east of K. Vnn der Veen's hardware store,
and the prices for which we offur them.

Teas, Coffees, sugars, Spices,

lELECTRICITt
DUmm.

Laundry and

In the Cure of

I

FIRM!

LWru

fully

mw

MedicAl uses of Elsetricity.
But Fusm* oe
IIECT0IC OUTS A OATTEIItS.

InrtrectloBS
for setf-treotment
by Electricity for Rbeonutian,
Neuralfin, Epilepey, Paralyna, Dyapepeia. and all Nireoa*
and Chronic affectioae.An illmtraied
book of over silly lar(t
pa|*e unt free oo receipt of 3 cent stamp.Address

ELECTRO-FARADICBELT CO.f

'»

l*<r o

F.

HARRIS

DR. BUTTS’

RESTAURANT

X

if.

8th

Soaps,

etc

Toilet,
etc.

,

Our 10 cent Tea Is called A No. 1 for the price by

judge*. Fine

expert

C’iu'Hrs, Toys,

Candies. Tobaccos anti
Notions. Flower Pols, Hanjiinx

Basketsin great variety.

ALL

CELAPFCe

old aua
eia
and well
»all maammmmu.
knowalnatU
ppvmIap«n
luatai in
ID DkCQIClDS
SDu OUTVCf T* leers
1 SMI 0
regular
graduates
mediciaeMdMirgeiy.

at

VfhllMR MPN

present the most popular

OYSTER
HOUSE

No trouble to Show

Goods.

BOOT & KRAMEK.
Holland, Mich.. June

21. 1879.

PAflEHTS TREATED ‘1,^ SKS
FREE

CITY OF GRaND RAPIDS,

Nos. 12 and

tileet,MHctaa^ Orehllk,aU
Irtnary Treshiee and ByphlllU* or lertarial affecuoniof Iha
Ureal, ahla or heere.treatedwith success,on scientiAcprur
dpi**,withontnun* Mercery or otherPoisonous Medicine*.
and thoseof middle age who art sot
'•'»>( bom the effects of Hpermaierfhe^^ssuaaMftaaMM, the result of self-abusein youth
or eacrsslu matered Tears, are permsnantly cured. This dl^
ess* producessome of the followingeffects— emissions.Mote Set,
dullness, nertousness,dimness of tight,cough, indigsstioa,
eonstipslinn.
despondency,coofuaionof floss, tTtrtiooto so.
ciety,defeetiramemory,sexual eshsusiion,impotency or loea
of manly viror, which unlit* Iha victim for businessor m imago.

Give ns a trial and you will be pleasedwith
goods and Prices.

S!uX!nrsypBICrBeMrrh*a,

This is

CA.SE.

Stmt, 8T. LOUIS, VO.

rayeKUM
PhyalelansIB
Is charfe
cnarje OI
of IBIS
this

eatiABart
as*
totioa

•

indiscretionT.exposure

A. L. Holmes & Co.
first

SitiUiihtd1817 it U

mhs
W

DB!

thel^fflasnd ability so much superiorto that of the ordinary
praciineaer,that they have aequirtd a aalianatrepulatios
ihroagh tbair treatmentof complicatedcases.

Boney Carpenter, Prop’r

of
States,

W

Sell T«, CSc
'*». n.ki-*
lrU»ertnf'E«ifMt», eU.. bj *\rrp ., t
tofuail*,.
. Hot 6»lv. M. Uw. »Ov

'VIGOR

IN' THE

throw both lame and

WANTED—
IW1«,

Pn«I|~1. few. PKOPIX
PEOPU Ss tEA^CO
tCA CO
Pn«i

LADIES*

34-tf.

at Little Cost
ht-iuiiiul» cHKiie.i,,riiii|ii<-»,impure BIimuI, Lq*» of Em-rgy. I'artial Ini|ioteno, bi'tn-neuu’ Nialit
Emiiuioiis, nml many vit:i| evil.
n-Kiilting from A'lirfyEmir and
«-*ce»*eJ, which, if nej!l**cto<r.
end in promsturi'do.
c'.ine.troatodwiiliunparnlleledsureeMon ftitirolv
principle*, ctrcctini;cure* in n» mmy dnut it* rcjitirod
week* unner old nan*«-*tinifand dangvrnn* rcim-du-*.
Trent i«e <>n I)ebi|ity”
snd li*t of question*sent in
plain settled<*nvpln|**on receipt of two Sc. »tnnip«.So
until Hsti.fectorv rt*»iilt*nreot>tniiiod.
Addross DIE CLEGG, til Urerd StreetE*,l.PrlrolL Jtlrh.

MANLY

r..t..t-

ho are troubled

METROPOLITAN

pHn.APET.PmA.

A. L.

Making Hens Eat Fotato Bugs.

1870.

<<*

I

reduced 33 per et. National Publish'*Co.. Chicago; 111.

SIS * 014 Chestnut SL, NT. LOUIS, BO.

soil well stirred.— F.

N. Y. Tribum.

G., in

Holland, Sept. 16.

G.T.Lewis&MensiesCo.

this treatment to improve its texture,

that is needed

house.
flOacrcsof land In Section 21. of the township
of Holland Also 50 arres, mostly cleared, clay,
gravel and sandy land, adjoiningDirk Paulas', fn
the township of Holland.
The above lands can be bought at reasonable
terms. Inquire of

M. D.

prUTC
WANTED the R..t .Dd
<0 SellingPictorialBiinkiand Hibln. Price*

A

11 Util

n

HAWrrACTLUKC OXLT BT

should have

whether wood ashes are used or

1

for Sale.

160 acrcn, three miles north of the city, on the
Grand llaaen road, wiih dwelling and orchard.
120 acres,of which ten are cleared,situated in
the township of Olive, near Cole's mill. Good

chance

to act on the combined -ashes and
Clay soil, especially if

A
M
Hecond.
Ipowdrr,

use.
Third. A teaapoonf n! or morn can be
used, as in water-*oftcnlng.
scrubbing,
etc., and tbe lid returned to tho can, and

the year previous, and, at the latest, early
in the fall, so as to give tbc heat a

Farms

“

'

chance for a poor family, having

’

the

plants needs the application.Here
laud, to supply

A _

14 Canal Street

Manufacturersot aud dealers in

pifTinsUonsulUlioB is preferred,which is
end invited. List of q nee, ions to be nnswered by patient* desiringtrealnirnl mailed free to any addresson application.
J l-.r.im* entering frwm Rapture should teed their o44r**e,V
\....| rum iomelhli«fto their ndinntig*. It Is sol s tnue.F
Coinniunicsli'ins
strictlyconfidential, snd should be address**
1)IL HI TTS, II North 8lh It, St Leak, Me.
I

OppositeSweet's Hotel.
beetles to the fowls, but they telused to

touch them, and acted as if somewhat
afraid. Next we mixed the insects with

BOOTS and SHOES

the corn and other food that was given
corn for a time; by and by, however, they

began

to

fear of

the

fused

to

eat the corn, and soon lost
insects,

althoughthey

you

No. 74 Washington Street,

GAME

efforl will be

feel

*

in iheir season,

made

at home, and

to

‘W\

A largo, new and eomplata Ooid# «o Wedother*,the fol
lowing chaniert i A Compeleat Womaahood.
Selrcimn ol Wife, TempersmenU.compatibln
tnf inoempauMo,
Sterility in Women, enuse and unatment,
AJiieetoRridegroom. Advicn lo Hnsbands, Advice lo Wive*,

still re-

all the

some of the bravest of the bens began to eat a few of the insects, and it was
not long before the rest joined them and
a few days more they appeared to relish
the beetles about ns well as the corn. Up
to this time I did not observe any of them
eat a beetle from the potato vines, but
they now began to do so, and we were
time,

obliged to put them in their food no long-

er. After this the beetles were so reduccd in the garden that they did no

_JBE

make

lo minis-

ter to your wants with
kindness and

ORAXD HA

VEX,

Hair

Vigor,

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR TO ITS

alacrity.

MICH.

Spcrinatorrhceo,Sexual Debility,
and impotency,(mm Self-Abus* and Escssse*^
oele. so., slso *n

Having hut recentlyformed our co-partnership,
we wish to Inform our fellow-citizens of Gisrid
Haven and surroundingtowns that we have n tine
stock of Heady Made Goods of all descriptions,
which we offer for sale cheap. However,

Custom Made Goods

FINE LKIU0RS and CIGARS

It

ALWAYS ON HAND.
k0T( d|Krlb(d book.,me*.

coouinmg IN pans, aad ovsr 10#
combinedvolume
posiliv.lythe meet
iflustritmns.The .........
....
popular Medical B^ok published. The author la aa tiperi-

.

Regular Meals only 25

will remain onr Specialty.

cts.

most agreeable dressing, which

is a

U

harmless and

effectual, for pre-

serving the hair. It restores, with the
gloss and freshness of youth, faded or gray,
light, and red hair, to a rich

black, as

may

brown, or deep

be desired. By its use thin

hair is thickened, and baldness often

DISPENSARY

HP. BUTTS’

Quality of work guaranteed, and repairing
dune on short notice.

cTeSHiMaM^D^osUTTcated
cases,and
from Impura arxeal assoc istioos, self-abn**
Vi
__ a_ o_..o_AWn mam >1 w r4 WWWPAlt

A. L. HOLMES* CO.
G«abd Hat**, Mich., March 1st. 187a. 4.Vtf

. .1

W

r

diseaie*raaoltiag
aeisal net****.
f DOlllhlM.
D#f*

or

,
linns to

be answered by

patient*

^

lied free
desiringtreitment•***•”
"T”

though not always cured. It checks falling
of the hair immediately,and causes a new
growth in

all cases

where the glands are

not decayed; while to brashy, weak, or
otherwise diseased hair,

!

it

and strength, and renders

_

To Sill Bats.
friend informs us that he has found

NATURAL VITALITY AND COLOR.

is at once

34— tf

Lake Navigation

damage.

A

Ayer’s

F//\ lock, couiaming, with msny

all

eat any. After a few days, by

keeping the insects in their food

will find all

and every

Slippers Etc.

them, but they refused even to eat the

You

•

»*Dttdy for tho tpredy aad pemaatnl

The Vigor cleanses the

imparts vitality

it

pliable.

scalp, cures

and

prevents the formationof dandruff; and,

CXFElsriED.

by

its cooling, stimulating, and

soothing

£ne corn-mealand Plaster oi Paris mixed

properties,it heals most if not all of the

-one-third of the latter— the best and

humors and diseases peculiar

safest thing in tbe world to kill ruts.

says

that,

as the plaster is

rodents eat

it

tasteless, the

along with the meal, and

af-

terward U absorbs the juices of the slom*
ach and causes death. We have seen the

same

thing

recommended

SURE CURE

He

in print

Side

Wheel Steamers

on their Routes.

some-

where; but never aaw only one who has DAILY'

BETWEEN CHICAGO AND

to the scalp,

keeping it cool, clean, and soft, under
which conditions diseases of the scalp and

Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat, Bronchitis, Asthma, Consumption,
And AU Diseases of THROAT and L.UNQS.
Put ap In Qqilrt-8lMBotUss for Family Us#
prpparsd of Bakaa Tola, Orystsilissd
R ek Candy, Old Rys, sad other tonics.The Formnls
U known toosr bsst phyalclsna.ls
hl*hly eoramemlcd
hr them, and the snslyalaof oar most prominent
•nemiat.Prof. G A. MAR1NKR. In Oblosgo.Is on ths
Ubel of every bottle. It Is well Known to the mediosl
_ Scientific•Hr

"“Ks^dStr^

hair are impossible.
IT. Lbtib.

As
IndluM, April lltk, »T*.-Thn reswiy wwork'M
Had epilepsy(lOll^•tkn•«^f2^ri^J^•Jy^,•

a Dressing for Ladies'

Hair

The Vigor is incomparable. It

Is color*

less, contains neither oil nor dye,

and will

not soil white cambric. It imparts an

tercst in a plaster-mill.If this mixture

-1 am thornoghlycored and feet tip
lop. Th: young »aiil^[^>e225iIiJLClli2S.W,Ur'
MUtonri. Srr». It 1*79 -1 received*o moch benefit hem 'll#
no of yrrr remedies that I wsal to Hr them i* anmi.src.s*.
This il of long *tsndinr^indj*il^e*d^omfihi*|
very suoag.

will kill rats, why not kill rabbits too? Let
some of our horticulturiststry it aud CH1CAQ0 DOCS, FOOT Of MICHlGiN AYENDE.

Wich.. fan. 95, l»79.-l bav* osed up your
cat : ser 1 me an Ihrr at to"* at pos.ibla. Thai packtr*
•lipped Oil eppareotIrnuble.but there ana weakness yet. aad
1 mtb you woulOreper^hjOoM'jMh^ur'of
that

unsurpassedin

We have great confidence in our
informant and we know that he haa no inti
tried it.

GRAND HAVEN

and

MUSKEGON.

(Sunday excepted.)

report.

elptent And Adesaced etscee.
Used as a
snd APPETIZER, tt msktss
dullshtfal tonic for family ass. Is pleasantJoUks;
weak or delitlltsted,it dree tone, soUvilyand strength

BKVKKAG8

U

Chle.ro. A«f. U,

1*79

Iowa, Oct 10th. I»:9.-I am almMt aurprlasdat four Pa*,
tiilel.They have w..rkcd like a charm on m*. I am jest
twice ot finch of a
as I was before taking. I wra on the
verge of ih* gravn,I thought,and thcra wu no curt Ur am,
but now > am ja

mm

Eight thousand eight hundred and

four-

teen barrels of flour were loaded on
seventy-three curs and sent away from
Minneapolisone day

last

week.

Grad Stra

M,

foot of WuliitgtoiiStreet,

The fi o’clock train on the Grand Haven Hoad
coonects with the Boats.
T. G. BUTLIN, 8npt.

ff-tf

Chicago.

Shipment from Minneapolisflouring
mills for the week readied the figure of

48,060 barrels;of flour and 1,417 tons of
feed.

rj^O^jw^nj^ctre^^^

Dkkss prints,woolen dress goods, and a
larue variety of Spring Goods, just opened
at the store of

E. J.

HARRINGTON.

LAWRENCE A MARTI*, Preprteters,
111

ModlsM

Street, Chlsogs.

From

nr Ask yonr Druggist tbe lit
I AT Ask your lircaeer far Ilf
Hr Ask yswr Wine Merchant for lit
BJf Children,ask yonr Mamma for Ml
rr’N Od by DRCUttlNTM,OROCERM
WIXE UKHCIIANTU everywhere.
47-fim.

West Vihinia, Aur 3*. IS79.-Irecrivedyour medirme, and
I believeit bn cured me. for which I am verv thvnkhil. Inclosed I '-itefind |t, Ur whwh please sem1 me snother bos
(Nn. *) Vr a friend. Tnu have don* a grtaltbiarlor om. I
will ae*'i you all 'h*order<^Mni|^^>><>__^

and

agreeable

and

lasting perfume, and as an

article for the toilet it is

Prepared by

economical and

its excellence.

Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co.,

Practicaland Analytical CbemUti,
Lowell, Mats.
SOLD BT ALL DRUGGISTS EVBBYWHBBE.

Fhwdeirtn

«g
rrwrl fitirgeon.
Mlitoun. Jure Alt. IgTV,— Pl«a*e forward me at m ro »*"•»•»
of Ih* llslilles.
The patient oo wlmm I have utrJ n o t of
rir hot. in tddiiios In a tanii > box, is fast rtcuvcnc., md I
U.inxaselber will set I im rli nrlt.

bn

JFVot‘» a 2>rti0i/f«f.
.....
Maryland, lapu S.'wS.-I.Mt* j'anulr^wott* frwm vnn i
b«a sf -our remedy, for on* *( out cutloiaers, aud il I n mods
a |erltr• f uie ot him. We hue anu’ber cu.umu.r *••<'

ATr.e'wd thnlhngiwooUll&retH) ** theirbold opera.
limit for 15 yean in 90 State*aifl Teiritorie*. baffling detective

.

|

